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Jury: Brown guilty of
first-degree assault
By John Doherty

Gary Brown, the Merrimack
man on trialfortheSeptemberll,
1989 stabbing of UNH freshman
Mary Jackson, was found guilty
of first degree assault by a jury
last Friday. Sentencing will be
held on April 16 for the charge,
which carries a 15 year maximum
jail term.
Brown was found not guilty
on a class A felony charge of attempted murder, which carries a
30 year maximum term, for the
same incident.
In his defense, Brown
claimed he was on steroids for
several weeksbeforethestabbing

and that steroids have been found
to cause aggressive behavior in
users.
Brown was at UNH visiting
his then-girlfriend Jackson, also
of Merrimack. Jackson apparently broke off the relationship
with Brown in a conversation
outside of Devine Hall where the
stabbing occurred.
Jackson was stabbed twelve
times and lost one-third of her
blood.
Arguing against the attempted murder charge, Brown's
defender Paul Twomey, claimed
that at 200 pounds, Brown could
have easily killed 98 pound

Jackson by slitting her throat or
stabbing her in the chest.
Brown was originally released on $10,000 bail but was
returned to Strafford County jail
after review of his bail.
The September stabbing incident was one of several assaults
on campus that captured the attention of the local media and
caused security and violence to
become a central issues on campus this fall.
Ironically, Brown claimed
that he carried the switchblade
used to injure Jackson in reaction
to the previous assaults on campus.

Trustee committee established
to study chancellor's office
By April Treshinsky Jacobs

A special trustee committee
has been formed to study costeffectiveness at the chancellor's

office level for the University
Syste~ of New Hampshire.
In a press statement on
March 9, Trustee Cotton M. Cleve-

Seabrook protesters tossed portions of the NRC decision in a fire in
a demonstration last Saturday. (Mark Miller, photo)

Seabrook protestors
burn NRC decision
By Laura Deame

A group of teenagers, toddlers, Moms and grandparents
stood around a flaming trash can
outside of the Seabrook station
on Saturday afternoon.
"Burn, baby, burn!" yelled
an older woman as the flames ate
the torn remnants of a reproduction of the recent Nuclear Regulatory Commission's decision to
grant Seabrook its full-power license.
The Clamshell Alliance, an
organization of Seacoast residents
opposed to the plant, organized
the latest protest.
"I think the one thing that is
very clear is that the Seabrook licensing is by no means resolved.
. . . there's a good chance of a
repeal of the license by the court,"
said spokesperson for the Alliance, Roy Morrison.
The opposition is being aided
by Massachusetts Attorney GeneralJ ames Shannon and Seacoast
Anti-Pollution League attorney
Robert Backus. Both intend to
file for a judiciary stay, asking for
a delay in the plant operation
until a court can consider the issue of full-power operation, according to a r~ent issue of Foster's
Daily Democrat.
The 70 protesters gathered
at noon outside the gates of the

plant. Conversation proved to be

difficult, because every other car
blared its horn in support of the
anti-nuke signs and screams.
Ronnie Fournier, age 18,
drove up from Amesbury, MA
with some friends for the demonstration. According to Fournier,
Amesbury is in the ten-mile radius that has boycotted the NRC's
proposed evacuation plan.
''This needs to be done .... I
think it (the opposition) is going to
get more motivated."
For Warren Davis, also of
Amesbury, this was a first stab at
protesting the plant.
''This makes it clear to the
public that an effort needs to be
made .. it's very unsettling to read
in the papers thatthe plant will get
its license."
An hour of sign-waving and
cheering later, the protestors
moved into a small group around
a small shiny trash can. "We are
now ready for the ceremonial
burning," called one woman. A
microphone was set up, and one
by one, members of the group read
the articles of the NRC decision.
After each reading, the paper was
tossed into the can amid boos and
yells.
Then, they torched the trash
can. Three policemen standing 40
yards away quietly observed as
SEABROOK, PAGE 8
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The recc:!t weather has been just great for playing a few games of
basketball. Mike Pamham hoto

land.said "It seems inevitable that
when money is scarce people begin
to point fingers and to second
guess the management and operations of public organizations.
These are clearly such times. "
According to USNH Secretary Art Grant, an article in The
New Hampshire Sunday News concerning the number of staff within
the chancellor's office was " ...
grossly misleading ". The article
implied that staffing at that level
might be examined in terms of
cost effectiveness.
. The chancellor's office staffs
23 people in direct support of the
chancellor, while there are a total
of 141 people who report directly
to the chancellor as part of a support system of the entire University System of New Hampshire..
The majority of the support
staff, according to Grant, work in
the computer office. These people
provide administrative computer
support for all of the USNH institutions. In addition to the computer support staff there are the
Controller's office, the Internal
Audit office, payroll, and Centralized Purchasing, as well as a
nurnberofotheroffices with small
numbers of support staff.
As part of a centralized system, support offices for the university system as a whole operate
together instead of having to replicate the functions performed at
each campus by these offices, said
Grant.
Grant also pointed out that if
staff at this level were eliminated
they would have to be replaced by
individuals operating at the same
level on each campus, since their
functions are vital to the university.
The special trustee committee for cost effectiveness is a direct
resultofGovernorGregg'srequest
that these matters be given greater
consideration .
The committee will consist of

COMMITTEE, PAGE 8
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Smalle r study sessio n sets simply spell succes s
By Colleen Sebastian

Twoheadsarebettertha none,
sotospeak, whenitcomestolearning at the college level.
According to a recent Harvard University study, researchers found that students do their
best when they conduct some of
their studying in small groups as
opposed to studying alone for long
hours. The findings also showed
that students in small groups
generally spoke more, asked more
questions and overall were "more
engaged" than those in large
groups.
The findings are not surprising according to Bruce Mallory,
Chairman of the UNH Education
Department. Past studies conducted with elementary and secondary schoolchildren showed
that they performed best when in
·
small groups.
''There's no reason to believe
that the benefits of small group
learning wouldn't transfer to college students," Mallory said.
Students seem to do better in
smallgroupsbecauseit givesthem
the opportunity to collaborate and
discuss ideas. According to Mallory, students will become more
engaged in their work if the material is related or can be linked to
experiences in their lives.
Frank Valgenti, a junior majoring in business administration,
said, "When I took Admn 653, I
had to learn a lot of formulas, but
I never knew them in my head
since the professor let us use cheat
sheets."
Now in his Admn 753 class,

Next time you visit the library, don't study alone...Bring a study partner. (Jen Flad, photo)

where students are encouraged to
role play and argue, the formulas
come more easily to him. "Since
the class is active and the material
is more real to life, learning is more
natural," Valgenti said. Valgenti
added that the best class for him is
a class where the material relates
somehow to life and he isn't simply sitting and listening to a professor talk.
Liz Heron, who teaches in the
UNH Education Department,
always conducts her classes in
small groups. Heron believes that

Surge in deaths of .
AIDS drug takers

small groups enable students to
be free thinkers since they' re more
willing to explore and venture
their own ideas.
'1've found that students clam
up much more in large group settings," Heron said. She added,
"Small groups allow students to
look for the answer themselves."
In order to have good group
dynamics, Heron emphasizes that
small groups need to be heterogeneous in order for students to
encounter alternate viewpoints.
She also feels that if she lectured in

her classes she would spend less
time preparing for them.
"I reread all the material and
think through any questions I have
or that students might have. Then
I come up with questions that
would be interesting for the small
groups to discuss," Heron said.
Until this year, Helen Fuller,
a junior majoring in communication, never had class assignments
where she had to work in small
groups. However, now that she's
taking organizational behavior,
Fuller is constantly working in

Priests, nuns sought
for AIDS test

Harvard University - AIDS patients who have taken
Los Angeles (Reuters) -The roman Catholic archbishop
an experimental drug in a new and controversial
distribution system have been dying at more than 10 of Los Angeles has written to elderly priests and nuns in
times the rate of those who are taking the drug in his archdiocese asking them to volunteer for experimenstandard tests, the drug's manufacturer says. Of 8,000 · tal testing of a new AIDS drug. 10 volunteers over the
patients taking the new drug, DOI, in free distribution age of 65 are needed to test the new vaccine, developed
system known as expanded access, 290 have died. But by Dr. Jonas Salk, creator of the polio vaccine.
only 2 of 700 taking it in the clinical trials by the drug's
manufacturer, Bristol-Myers Squibb, have died, the
company said Friday.

Wall Street financing
deals with gold
New York - Some of the world's central banks ar
leasing their gold reserves to Wall Street's investment
banks and Commercial banks in totally unregulated
financial transactions worth billions of dollars. The
practice enables the central banks, arms of foreign
governments, to earn money on their gold reserves
while supplying cheap financing to Wall Streettraders
for their commodities and securities operations.

Rostenko wski
seeks new taxes
Washington (AP) - The chairman of the tax-writing
House Ways and Means committee, Dan Rostenkowski,
called Sunday for a one-year government spending freeze
- including social security benefits - and new taxes on
gasoline, alcohol, tobacco and the wealthy. Rostenkowski, an Illinois democrat, said his proposal would reduce
the federal deficit by more than half a trillion dollars over
the next five years, producing slight government surpluses in 1994 and 1995.

groups and feels that there are
many advantages to them.
"I get to know people in my
class, which makes me feel more
comfortable speaking in class
since I know students," Fuller said.
She added, "It's more interesting
working in groups than alone; I
pay attention more since I'm part
of a group and I feel I learn better."
The Harvard study also
found that students learned best
when they had frequent papers,
quizzes, tests or oral examinations,
or were given the opportunity to
revise and improve their work.
Annmarie Timmins, a senior
journalism major, has a paperd ue
every week in one of her classes.
Timmins admits that she wouldn't
read and understand the material
as thoroughly if papers weren't
always due.
Unlike this semester, last
semester Timmins had a class
were there were no weekly assignments and only two exams
andafinalduringthese mester. "I
didn't have to do anything. ·There
was no daily work. The class was
so easy to skip. I didn't care about
the class," Timmins said.
Generally, colleges are not
doing a good job of teaching students according to Mallory.
''Teachers rely too heavily on traditional methods of teaching such
as lecturing. We have a lot to
learn in teaching effectiveness,"
Mallory said. He added, ''The
goalofteachingistoen ablepeople
to learn. To learn how to think, to
learn how to problem solve."

US adjusts guidlines
on census count
Washington - The US Department of Commerce issued guidelines yesterday that could affect how billions of federal dollars are allocated annually and how
political power is distributed across the nation, from
congress to city councils. The rules will outline the way
the department will eventually decide whether to statistically adjust the 1990 census to compensate for any
undercounting of minorities and the poor, one of the
most controversial aspects of modern census-taking.

New airport planned
to help O'Hare
Chicago - After years of debate over how to relive
congestion at O'Hare airport here, a political tug-ofwar has begun over where to build a new one. Officials
in Indiana want any new airport to be in their state, but
in mid-February Mayor Richard M. Daley of Chicago
proposed to build a new complex in his city. The
Mayor's proposal would turn the abandoned steel
mills and toxic waste sites on Chicago's southeast side,
bordering Lake Michigan, into a 9,400-acre airport.
The complex would be nearly 25 percent larger than
O'Hare, with four runways and room for more.
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McCabe and Elekannounce candidac
By Terri Danisevich

Owen Durgin, atr O t
par g SU ommittee that sugg~i
most parking Jots east of the
railroad tracks be designated as faculty and staff parking. (Mark Miller, pho to)

Peanut butter and jelly. Gin
and tonic. Pebbles and Barn Barn.
Some things just go together well.
Brian McCabe and Anne-Marie
Elek believe they, too, can be
added to that list.
McCabe
and
Elek
announced yesterday their
candidacy for Student Body
President (SBP) and Vice
President (SBVP), respectively,
and stressed their ability to
successfully work with each
other. "Anne-Marie and I have
been involved with many
different organizations and
activities, and our ability to operate as a team will allow us to

present a unified voice for students."
As former student senator
and former The New Hampshire
business manager, current Student Activity Fee Organization
(SAFO) business manager and
Lambda Chi Alpha brother,
McCabe believes that as the result _of his work with both students and administration, he has
established "contacts and relations ·t hat will allow him to serve
student interests."
Vice-presidential candidate
Elek, who was elected to the senate last year, was instrumental in
organizing the
i,. ... ,,._'"·,,.., ... &: ELEK, PAGE 21

Parking proposals presented
By Neal McCarthy

Three separate proposals
were presented to the Executive
Parking Committee (EPC) last
Friday in an attempt to produce a
variance in parking allocation for
next year and to hopefully alleviate some of the parking problems
atUNH.
Proposals were submitted
from an EPC subcommittee, Student Body President Mike Desmarais and Vice President Chris
Sterndale, and associate Vice President and Dean of Academic Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn.
The EPC sub-committee,
chaired by UNH Biometrics professor Owen Durgin, has suggested a segregation in the lots on
cam pus. According to Durgin, all
lotseastoftherailroad tracks, with
the exception of a few residential
lots, would be classified as faculty
and staff parking. The only other
exception would be 200 spaces left
to students in B-lot (next to McConnell Hall).
In addition, all visitor parking would be metered. However,
provisions would be provided for
UNH volunteers such as Blood

Drive participants, in C-lot.
Durgin said they would like

to increase the COAST bus system, but "in order to make the bus
go, you have to have the riders."
Durgin cited that for the first
time ever, the cost for faculty and
staff to ride the COAST buses
exceeded the cost of a parking
permit. Faculty and staff can buy
a parking permit on campus for
$42, while a semester pass on the
COASTnowcosts$50. This,along

with the increase in students who
have cars, has decreased the riders
on the buses and has contributed
to its shrinking schedule, said
Durgin.
The second proposal, presented by Desmarais and
Sterndale, looks for public transportation to combat the demand
for parking on cam pus by becoming a major component of the
university's transportation.
This would be done, according to Sterndale, by doubling the
cost of general permits, and increasing the number of A-lot per-

mits. All new revenue would be
used to prepare a new gravel lot
by Boulder field, and to expand
COAST services.
A shuttle route would be
available between Data General
(located past the Route 4 overpass), which provides UNH parking, the Boulder Field lot, and Alot. The inner-campus shuttle
could be eliminated, as Sterndale
and Desmarais refer to UNH as a
'walking campus'.
Sterndale disagreed with
Durgin's proposal of segregated
parking, calling it "inefficient" and
"unfair." As an example, he said
that if a student saw a number of
open spots in a classified lot, the
student would still have to drive
to A-lot or Boulder Field to park.
The third proposal was presented by Sanborn, who could not
be reached. However, according
to Sterndale, Sanborn's ideas were
somewhere between his and
Durgin's.
The three groups are expected
to meet sometime today to work

out a compromise with their respective proposals.
In addition, UNH junior Dan
Prats and senior Sally Lange have
formulated a parking petition,
which states that the "current
parking situation is intolerable to
all."
Prats hopes to show the
administration that parking is a
relevant issue that students care about. He also wants to make the
students aware of the fact that
decisions are being made behind
dosed doors without the students'
knowledge.
"The administration isn't
sensitive to student needs," said
Prats.
The petition calls for such
demands as expanding the
COAST system, and a joint venture with the town of Durham in
exploring the possibility of a park-,
ing garage.
Although both Prats and i,., ·; . :f·\ \,,,_.
.
Lange are student senators, their A~n";~M~~ •· Elek and Brian McCab~, the first ticket to a~nounce
petition is not endorsed by the their candidacy for SBP and SBVP. (Kristin Duerr, photo)
Senate.

Committee finds grievance 'meritorious'
Search for new successor to Watson's former position continues
By Barb Briggs

Friday, the newly reelected
Faculty Grievance Committee announced its decision in the grievance filed by former Head Reference Librarian Debbie Watson
against Head Librarian Ruth Katz.
In a unanimous decision, the
members of the committee found
Watson's grievance "meritorious."
The committee stated in its decision letter that it will proceed with
the grievance procedure as outlined in the Faculty Handbook.
Watson was removed from
her job as the Head Reference
Librarian in August. The grievance procedure has been in motion since December. The appeal
hearing in front of the faculty
Grievance Committee, which took
place March 7, is an intermediate
step in the procedure.
The next step is for the committee, acting as advocate for

Watson, "to attempt to effect a
mediated settlement." There are
two levels at which mediation is
attempted:first, with the person
against whom the grievance was
filed, Katz in this case; and, if
that fails, with Vice President
for Academic Affairs Walter
Eggers.
Physics Professor Chris
Balling expressed concern that,
in spite of the unanimous
decision of the committee, the
administration might continue
with its ongoing efforts to fill the
Head Reference Librarian position that Watson is trying to win
back in her grievance.
Eggers confirmed that the
attempt to find a new head of
reference will continue regardless of the committee's decision.
Eggers viewed the problem
in its historical perspective. He
said that his attempts to mediate

a solution, ongoing since December, were not producing results.
The search fort he new head ofreference was also begun in
December.
"If we were to (cancel) the
search, we would lose the candidates and the season," he said. "A
strong outside reference head will
create a situation in which Deborah can work effectively with Ruth
- and vice versa."
The search was advertised on
a national basis according to
Eggers, good candidates were
found, finalists were brought in
and interviewed, and an offer will
be extended soon.
"The reference department
needs strong leadership; there is
not an element of the university
more important than the library,"
Eggers said. Eggers said that he
was "not trying to second guess
the committee" and that he "didn't

take the action lightly." He said
heconsidersastrong,outsidehead
of reference "the best shot at a
happy outcome."
Professor.Balling said, "If the
administration makes a job offer
to an outside candidate for Head
of Reference before this grievance
case has been resolved, I would
find this action an outrageously
deliberate subversion of the grievance procedure. It would be an
obvious attempt to present the
grievance committee with a fait
accompli."
The grievance committee
members are professor of chemical engineering Steve Fan, professor of zoology John Sasner, associate professor of health management John Seavey, and professor
of economics Richard Hurd and
associate professor of history
Laurel Ulrich.
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5 slain in Haiti

Lithuania declares its
freedom from USSR
Vilnius, Lithuania - In the first concrete sign of
the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the new and largely
non-Communist Lithuanian parliament proclaimed
itself independent of Moscow Sunday night, and
declared the last 50 years of Soviet rule null and void.
The move had been expected by the Soviet leadership,
which throughout the week leading to the vote had
tried to make the new Lithuanian leadership aware of
the massive economics price it would have to pay for its
independence.

Pinochet reliquishes
his grip on Chile
Santiago, Chile - In a brief, solemn ceremony,
Gen. Augusto Pinochet, the last of the South America's
modern dictators, handed over Chile's presidency
Sunday to his democratically elected successor, Patricio
Alywin. "Today Chile returns to democracy without
violence, blood or hatred," Alywin told a cheering
crowd hours after he returned from his inaugauration
in the legislative capital of Valparaiso.

Port-Au Prince, Haiti - Soldiers firing from a
speeding truck killed five persons Sunday in sporadic
violence that followed the resignation of Haiti's military
ruler, Lt. Gen. Prosper Avril, radio reports said. Opposition
politicians, meanwhile, sought guarantees from the
caretaker administration of a transition to democratic rule,
with elections for a civilian government soon.

Israeli coalition on
brink of collapse
Jerusalem - Finance Minister ShiqlOn Peres led his
Labor Party ministers in an angry walkout from Sunday's
Cabinet meeting, bringing the coalition government to the
verge of collapse. Peres and three other Labor ministers left
the three-hour meeting after Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir ·
refused to vote on the peace proposal made by Secretary of
State James Baker 3d. Baker asked the Israelis to agree to
meet in Cairo with a delegation of Palestinian selected from
residents of the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip.
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Speak out! !!
Write for the
University
Forum.

Enterthe:~~~-

immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call
MAJORRUTHDEPALANfINO
1-800-227-1721
In New Hampshire Call
603-430-18.10

5 more die in S. Africa
township clashes
Johannesburg (AP) - Five more persons were
reported killed in factional fighting in black townships,
and a black newspaper said Sunday that anti-apartheid
groups should not be demanding an end to police
emergency powers. The leaders of black townships
said the restrictive measures, introduced in 1986,
should not be lifted amid the wave of violence that has
claimed about 200 lives during the past month.

1 in 4 Tory legislators
want Thatcher out
London (AP) - At least one-quarter of
conservative Party lawmakers surveyed believe Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher should resign before the
next election, according to polls published Sunday in
three newspapers. The polls are the latest signs of
growing discontent with Thatcher, who is in third
term, and with her current government.

DID YOU KNOW THAT..

I

The deadline for completion
of incomplete course work
from Fall 1989 is March 16,
1990, for undergraduate
degree and non-degree
students? DON'T forget to
submit your course work to your
instructor before spring break. If
you need more time, you may be
able to petition for an extension.
See your instructor, advisor, and
College Dean. Petitions are also
due March 16th .

~~~~PORT CITY~~~
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BEAUTY SUPPLY

Bring in this couponfor your FREE GIFT from the
Mon-Thurs
Saturday
9-6
Fri 9-8
LONDON
BERLIN
BRUSSELS
VIENNA
TOKYO

CARACAS
RIO

and register to win the weekend trip for two!
(Travel Arrangements made by Sea Port Travel 436-6266)
1811 Woodbury Ave. (The Marketplace of Portsmouth),
Portsmouth, NH 431-1808

$338
438
398
438
749

3S0
778

Taxes not included.Restrictions
apply.One ways available.
Work/Study abroad programs.Int'!
Student 10.EURAIL PASSES
ISSUED ON THE SPOT!

FREE Student Travel Catalog
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Departm ents feel bite of cuts
By Carol Kadlec
How much can the state ask
from UNH before the university
cannotgiveanymore? Alongwith
the students who are finding it
difficultto give any moreto UNH,
many departments say they cannot afford the cuts they have been
forced to take.
Each of the departments in
the university has been asked to
return money to the state, according to John Kirkpatrick, the associate dean of the (;ollege of Liberal
Arts.
Since this recision hit midyear, only a fraction of the money
was available to return because of

equipment and supplies which had
already been purchased, as well as
newly hired faculty.
"Everybody suffers," said
Kirkpatrick. He said society needs the
university as a source of leadership
going into a successful 21st century.
In order to use the university as a
leader, it is necessary to preserve the
quality of education that it offers,
according to Kirkpatrick.
With all that has so far occurred,
it is hard to tell just how the university
will prosper. Kirkpatricksaysthatthe
university is maintaining a freeze on
all equipment purchases as well as
travel expenses for the faculty. Funds
are no Ion er available to allow fac-

ulty to represent the universityabroad with veryfewexceptions.
Computing and Information Services (CIS), a department which is vital to
many students, will soon
begin to show signs of the
cuts in the services they provide. Betty LeCompagnon,
director of CIS, says that the
computers in the clusters are
four years old and the majority of them need to be replaced. With the cuts, there
is no money to replace them
or add any more computers
BUDGET, PAGE 9
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SUMMER JOB FAIR '90-Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
ASIAN STUDIES SEMINAR - Robert Harriss, EOS/Earth Sciences,
"The Asian Contribution to Global Environmental Change: Present
and Future," Hillsborough Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM-"Annapurna: A Woman's Place,"
(Women & Mountaineering), video. Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB,
12:40 - 2 p.m.
SPANISH FILM SERIES - "The Uprising." Richards Auditorium,
Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - "Wild Fire: Igniting the She/
Volution." Key-Note Speaker: Sonia Johnson. Strafford Room,
7:30 p.m.

.----------------------------------..aMUB,
SATURDAY, MARCH 24

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14

CLARK TERRY UNH JAZZ FESTIVAL - Paul Arts and MUB. Info: 2404.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - vs. Yale, 2 p.m.
SUNDAY, MARCH 25

GALA JAZZ CONCERT - Clark Terry, jazz trumpeter; Louie B. Bellson, drums; with the UNH Jazz Band,
Dave Seiler directing and the UNH vocal Jazz Ensemble. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m., students/seniors $4,
general $5. Information: 862-2404
MONDAY, MARCH 26

CLASSES RESUME
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - "Slides on Violence Against Women in Pornography & Art." Forum
Room, Library, 2:10-3 p.m.
LECTURE - Paul Tamburro, Native American, will speak on basics of Native American culture in New
England today. Sponsored by Native American Cultural Association. Room 212, Hamilton Smith, 7:309:30 p.m., free, open to public. (2nd part, Mon. April 16)
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES- Butch Thompson Trio, with Thompson on piano. Strafford Room, MUB,
8 p.m., general $5, students/seniors $3. Information/tickets, MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290.

LECTURE - Ecological Futures: Three Perspectives for a Changing
World. "Structures and Dynamics of New and Old World Forests:
Implications for Conversation and Management," Stephen P.
Hubbell, Dept. of Biology, Princeton University. Sponsored by
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture. Room 110, Murkland,
noon to 1 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM- "Crossing Borders," (Women &
the International Peace Movement), video. Hillsborough/Sullivan
·
·
Room, MUB, 12:15-1:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - "Gender and the Body Politic."
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 2:10-3 p.m.
FRENCH FILM SERIES - "La Passante," Richards Auditorium,
Murkland, 4:30 p.m., $2.
FILM & DISCUSSION - "The Face of Hunger," Waysmeet Protestant Student Center, 15 Mill Road, 7 p.m.
PSN Benefit Concert - Dance to music of Underwater Ellingtons, the
No Tones, and special acoustic guests. Proceeds will benefit PSN.
Granite State Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., $4.

TUESDAY, MARCH 27

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - "Take the Power." Video. Forum Room, Dimond Library, 11 :30-1
p.m.

GRIPE DAY-Voice opinions, comments, and questions to student
senators posted in the dining halls and the MUB all day.
THURSDAY, MARCH 15

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM- "We Will not Be Beaten." (domestic violence) Forum Room, Dimond
Library, 1-3 p.m.
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES - "Fundamentalism and the U.S. Constitution," William G. Mcloughlin,
Annie McClelland, & William Prescott Smith, Prof. of History & Religion, Brown University. Forum
Room, Library, 7:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Mock Tail I: SHARRP Date Rape Video 1989. Panel Discussion.
Granite State Room, MUB, 7-8:30 p.m.

ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES - UNH Flute Ensemble
directed by Peggy Vagts, UNH associate professor of music. Paul
Arts, noon.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - "Out in Suburbia," video.
·
Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:4002 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - "Silent Pioneers," video. Sullivan Room, MUB, 2:10-3 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28

EQUINE SEMINAR - By Dr. Bolton. Room 202, Kendall, 6 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Mock Trial II: Gang Rape. Sponsored by SHARRP. Featuring: The
Honorable Superior Court Judge Joseph Nadeau; Strafford County Attorney Lincoln Soldati; Public
Defender, Judy Hotham. The Jury: Facutly, staff, International, Commuter, exchange and Greek students.
Granite State, MUB, 6-9 p.m. (No one admitted after proceedings begin)
FILM/DISCUSSION - "The Face of Hunger." Waysmeet Protestant Student Center, 15 Mill Road, 7 p.m.

MUSO FILM - "Parenthood." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
FRENCH FILM SERIES - "La Passante." Richards Auditorium,
Murkland, 7 p.m., $2.

THURSDAY, MARCH 29

UNH SYMPHONIC BAND - Nicholas Orovich, directing. Granite
State Room, MUB, 8 p.m.

ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES - "Post-Visualization and the Multiple Image," a slide/tape
presentation which explores work of American photographer Jerry Uelsmann. Paul Art, noon.

NICHE COFFEE HOUSE -Andy Happel performing. Devine, 8:30
p.m., suggested donation $1, general $2.

AMERICAN STUDIES SEMINAR - Melody Graulich, Dept. of English. Hillsborough Room, MUB, 12:30
p.m.

FRIDAY, MARCH 16

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Candlelight Vigil Take Back the Night March; and Memorial for
Women of Ecola Polytechnique, Montreal Canada. In front of T-Hall, 6 p.m.

ITALIAN FILM SERIES - "The Gospel According to Saint Matthew." Richards Auditorium, M urkland,
7p.m.,$1
UNIVERSITY THEATER- UNH Dance Theater Company Concert. (Jean Mattox Benefit Performances.)
Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY, MARCH 30

UNIVERSITY THEATER - UNH Dance Theater Company Concert. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.

MID SEMESTER
LAST DAYTO WITHDRA WFROMTHE UNIVERSITY WITHOUT
GRADES OF WP OR WF.

SUNDAY, MARCH 18
SEACOAST NHMTA RECITAL - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 3
p.m.
MARCH19-23
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Do you think the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is doing its job in
light of Seabrook or the deregulation of certain nuclear wastes?

"No, I think they are ignoring the safety
factors, because they poured too much
money into it. They are determined to
get it on line no matter what the cost.

Eric Kimball
Freshman
Film

"No, I think they are pushing to get
it on line too quickly, they aren't
thinking about the ramifications."

John Feild
Junior
Physical Education

"No, I don't think they are. They
have too much vaulting ambition to
see the on set of nuclear power!!" .

Hadji
Senior
Psycology

"Fire the baby up!! What's the cost,
some drinking water, a few animals
and maybe a few lives all for the sake
of millennium, what a great future
for myself and our children."
Chris Hill
Senior
Economics

STUDENT SENATE
PAGE
Have a Fun & Safe Spring Break!
Bills on the Floor: Sunday March 11, 1990
Action
Student Senate Bill XI-88: Rule & Policy Changes for 1990-91 Student Handbook
Student Senate Bill XI-89: Record Keeping Policy
Student Senate Bill XI-96: Alcohol Policy
Student Senate Bill XI-97: Recreational Sports Budget
Student Senate Bill XI-87: SenateBudget
Student Senate Bill XI-98: Cool-Aid Budget
Student Senate Bill XI-100: SCOPE Budget

Passed with Amendments
Passed
Passed
Tabled
Passed with Amendments
Passed
Passed

The Alcohol Policy that was passed Sunday night is an "Umbrella Policy", to be used as a guideline for the University. Each department, from academic
departments to housing, has their own policy regarding restrictions on the use of alcohol. This policy, once approved by the Academic Senate and the
Administration, will become a general set of rules by which departments can structure their own individual policies.
The new record keeping policy has to do with the time period that the Conduct Office can keep the disciplinary file for a student (and be requested to
release those files to prospective employers or other colleges where the person may be seeking admission). The new rule states that files may be kept
a period of 3 years following a decision of jeopardy of suspension, 5 years for decisions of suspension, and permanently for cases which result in
dismissal. If you're interested in finding out more about the rule and policy changes for the 1990-91 Student Handbook, or any other information about
the bills listed above, please stop by the Student Senate Office, Room 130, MUB, or call 862-1494.

'"
.

--
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ACADEMIC

TRIP TO DARTMOUTH MEDICAL SCHOOL:
The UNH Pre-Medical Club has been invited
for an informal tour of Dartmouth Medical
School. Friday, March 30; Departure time: 9:20
a.m. - no cost (free lunch included). Please sign
up in Room 014, Dimond Library or call 3625 by
March 14.

PREMED/PREDENT CLUB MEETING: Dr.
Karen Worrell will speak about osteopathic
medicine and answer questions. Anybody interested is invited to attend. Wednesday, March
14, Rm. 013, Floor B, Dimond Library, 7-9 p.m.

Dynasty II, the new Chinese place in town. (Blaise Masse photo)

Dynas ty II opens
in Marti n's plaza
By Julie Leonhardt
There's something fowl
going on in Durham. Besides the
new barbequed chicken that
we've all heard about, the new
Dynastyllrestauranth asbrought
a new and different kind of bird
to town. Duck ... Peking Duck to
be exact. This new Chinese restaurant is celebrating its grand
opening in Durham this week.
With late hours and an extensive menu, Dynasty II offers
an alternative to the common,
weekend late night snack attacks
that usually result in a sub or
snotties. It's a sit down, casual
atmosphere, but take out is available.
A problem is that most
people haven't heard of this new
restaurant yet, or if they have,
they don't know where it is. It's
located in the Martin's plaza and
it's open from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday, and
until 1 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.
Dennis Wong, the host, said
that ''business has been OK so
far ... there have been quite a bit of
students as well as people from
all other classes." .

He went on to explain that
they were excited about being in
Durham ''becauseitismorepop ulated ... and more cultural so it will
probably be more accepting of
Dynasty II. We want to take off
smoothly, so we're still feeling out
the market." The restaurant is not .
serving alcohol yet because of this
market testing.
Dynasty II boasts a menu
about twice as long as their local
competition, Lee's. Also, Dynasty
is less expensive and open longer
than Lee's.
According to the menu, Dynasty II is more than willing to
alter any dish to "your specifications, especially for those who are
on special diets or health foods ...
even the degree of some hot and
spicy dishes can be lowered."
So if you ever do want that
Peking Duck and you can't get to
the Asia, Dynasty II has offered
some help.
There's one menu peculiarity
that a patron should be aware of
however: the Pu Pu Platter has
crab rangoons instead of chicken
fingers. We'll see how this creative menu change holds up to
market testing.

Sign caper at T&C
has happy ending
By Sarah Merrigan
It seems that public protest
still carries some weight these
days. At least this philosophy has
worked for Jess Gangwer, owner
of Town and Campus and The
Classic Cone ice cream shop.
Last Friday evening around
nine p.m., the tent sign which sits
in front of Classic Cone was stolen. Monday morning, a sign on
the door of T & C informed customers that no checks would be
cashed until the sign was returned.
A little before two p.m. Monday
afternoon, a young man carried
the sign back to its original position in front of Classic Cone.
This is not the first time this
sort of thing has happened-at T &
C. Gangwer believes that the

impetus behind the sign's prompt
return was his public "protest
against needless acts of vandalism," advertised on the front door
sign.
In light of past experiences
and the recent vandalism at JP' s
Eatery, Gangwer felt that something needed to be done. The
sign, according to Gangwer is
worth $125.
The protest was an attempt
to make the vandals realize that
their actions do not just affect a
few people, but affect many, said
Gangwer. And although he
planned to resume cashing checks
this Wednesday, in time for spring
break, his customers were only
T&C,PAGE8

SCHOLARSHIPS: UNH Seacoast Alumni Club
Scholarships awarded to sons/daughters of
seacoast alumni who will be seniors. Minimum
3.0 GP A, partial tuition. Apply at the Financial
Aid Office by April 6, 1990.
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with other students. Find out about academic
and financial resources. Thursday, March 15,
Hillsborough Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m.
GREEK GOD CONTEST: A competition to find
the person who is the best example of the Greek
God - well rounded and talented. Proceeds to
benefit The National Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse. Tuesday, April 3, Granite
State Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. $2 Kappa Delta; $3
at door.

HEALTH

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Mondays,
Conference Room, #201A, Health Service Center, 1-2 p.m.

MASSAGE: Tuesday, March 13, Room 6A,
Christensen Hall, 8:30 p.m.; and Wednesday,
March 14, Fairchild Hall, 7 p.m.

ATHLETICS & RECREATION

WEIGHT ROOM "REP OUT" COMPETITION:
Participants lift a pre-determined amount on
bench press as many times as possible without
stopping. Men will lift 135 lbs. and women 45
lbs. Participants may try as often as they want.
All money raised is used for weight room renovations and new equipment. Prizes awarded in
several categories and door prizes daily. Monday-Friday, April 2-6, Weight room #5, Field
House, M-F during open recreation hours and
M-F during open recreation hours and W-F,
MUB, 6-9 p.m.

OPEN LINE: Phone line for gay, lesbian, bisexual support, call 862-3922. Sun-Thur 5-10 p.m.;
(Tues. 6-10 p.m.) Information also available
regarding various support groups for lesbians,
gay men, & bisexuals.

SMOKERS' SUPPORT GROUP: Come and talk
about it! Wednesday, Resource Room #249,
Health Service Center, noon-1 p.m.
ACOA MEETING: Fridays, Conference Room
#201A, Health Service Center, 1-2 p.m.

CAREER
MEETINGS

CHOOSING A MAJOR WORKSHOP: Not sure
what you want to major in at UNH? This
workshop will help you focus your interests
and link it to possible majors offered at UNH.
Sign-up in 203 Huddleston Hall for one of the
following sessions: Mar. 28 (10-noon); Apr. 3 (13 p.m.); Apr. 5 (3-5 p.m.); Apr_.9 (2-4 p.m.); Apr.
11 (9-11 a.m.); Apr. 17 (9-11 a.m.); Apr. 19 (3-5
p.m.); and Apr. 25 (10-noon).

STUDENTS FOR CHOICE MEETING: For old
and new members - we have many upcoming
events. Monday, March 12, Rm. 42 Ham-Smith,
7:30 p.m.

MORT AR BOARD CHAPTER MEETING:
Important planning meeting for all members.
Yearbook photo will also be taken. Wednesday,
March 14, Rm. 9A, Dimond Library, 7:30 p.m.

GENERAL

PRIORITY SCHEDULING FOR 1990-91: The
deadline for priority scheduling of events in the
MUB is Friday, Ma.rch 16. Requests received
after this date will be honored on a first-come,
first-served basis. For application forms or
further details, please contact the Scheduling
Office at 862-1526.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES HOfLINE: "Nothing
to do?" Call "4-YOU". Dial 862-4YOU for
information on student sponsored events, activities, & club meetings. (24 hours)
FREE RIDES TO FLORIDA, ALASKA, AND
PORTSMOUTH: Need a ride? Offering a ride?
Need C & J Trailways info? Need Kari-Va11
schedules? Need map info? Check the Rideboard, Commuter /Transfer Center, Room 136,
MUB. Save gas money while making a friend!
For more info, call 862-3613.

BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Students for Choice.
Monday, March 12, MUB, 10 a.m. - noon.
RETURNING/NON- TRADITIONAL STUDENT GET-TOGETHER: Meet and network

DEBATE COACHING MEETING: For anyone
interested in intercollegiate debate and/or
speech or in improving their public speaking
technique. Thursdays, Debate Society Office,
Rm. 134, MUB, 12:30 p.m.
GRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATION
MEETING: Issues to be considered include
health insurance, student fees and registration.
Feel free to some and add your input. All
graduate students welcome. Thursday, March
15, Rm. 230, Spaulding Life Science, 5:30 p.m.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MEETING: Sponsored by Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship. All
are welcome to join us in fellowship, worship,
and discussion. Bring a friend or come alone.
Thursday, March 15, Check Info Desk in MUB,
6:30-8 p.m.

PAVE (PEOPLE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF VOLUNTEER EFFORTS) MEETING: For
anyone interested in volunteering for local and
campus opportunities, as well as people interested in helping to promote volunteerism on
campus. Tuesday,March 13, Check Info Desk at
MUB,7p.m
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Mayo and a
xenophobic
microscope

By J.W. Morss

Fragmentary thoughts. Synaptical giveaways. Prose
isn't always so prosaic. So why do I cast my poetic nature in the
unglamorous role of a faraway look, while my prosaic nature
questions and demands, chit-chats and answers, all in constant
and feeble glory?
·
We are all dullards in someone's eyes- maybe mine
more than yours. I am like a landlocked island, miserably
scrutinizing all who snidely sail past me on the area I, II, and III
paths. Everyone passes undermyxenophobic microscope. I will
categorize frequently, an outgrowth of needing to efficiently
process so much physical detail, most of it ugly.
I will tend to summarize as the classes get long and I get
weary. But all the while I will not fail to notice a misstep, a
momentary miscue, or fad-ridden faux pas. And when I do
notice, I will not go quietly. I will cackle, delighting in the miscues
of the mindless who aspire to collegiate coolsville but who don't
have a prayer of making it in the real world. So remember the
next time you walk to your classes you may be walking down
judgemental hell. Welcome to the terradome. Have a nice day.

I walked into Captain Nemo's sub shop in Kenmore
Square late sunday night. I felt like I had walked into a scene from
Spike Lee's Do The Right Thing. Boston isn't Brooklyn, but there
were Sal's sons serving pizzas and grinders behind the counter.
The brothers showed varied tolerance towards their black clientele. The five "brothers" on the other side of the counter when
I came in were getting steak and cheeses with various condiments. One kid didn't get his sub with the others, and he made
sure one of Sal's kids knew it.
All the while I saw the steak and cheeses being prepared
I was trying to figure out what I wanted. The "eyes" had it with
the steak and cheese. After I had ordered, I waited beside the kid
who stood resolved to his fate of not getting his sub when he'd
ordered it.
A TV behind the counter was showing the opening of an
old Charley's Angel's. My eyes absently roamed the scene
behind the counter until Charley said something about one of the
angels ("recruits") being from Boston (it turned out to be Cheryl
Ladd). I became perplexed when I saw that a guest star on that
episode was Farrah Fawcett (the angel who flew the series over
money I think). See, Cheryl replaced Farrah. Now do things
make sense.
Anyway, my attention quickly turned to the son of Sal
who was spreading mayo on two sub rolls. Before he touched the
second roll with his knife I burst out that I didn't want mayo on
my sub. That comment went over like a lead zeppelin as the
italian kid, holding the two sub rolls menacingly, walked silently
into the adjoining kitchen. The kid beside me looked over and
shook his head. He mutt~red something about how only one of
us had mayo on their sub. I caught his eye and smiled.

J. W. Morss, Arts reporter , savors life like a rough-legged hawk.

T &C, from page 7
inconvenienced for a little over
six hours.
According to store manager
Richard Many, a young man just
walked up and put the sign back
in its original spot. Gangwer be
lieved that this showed his protest made some people think. He
had hoped to make people annoyed enough to step forward
and take responsibility for the
vandalism around them.
Gangwer, however, was not
bitter about the incident. "We've
sent a thank you to the young
man that brought it back."
8

is resident or non-resident ...The
six trustees-Dr. Harry A. Bird, of financial need ... The fact that
major reason for the diffrence is of
Bert Bourgeois, Creeley S. nonresident tuition ( based on
course the tuition charged. "
Buchanan, Steven J. McAuliffe, UNH costs of education ) are
Cleveland also stated in
Terry L. Morton, and Jean T. nearly three times the amount of
the March 9 press release that while
White- appointed by the tuition charged to in-state resi" we do commit ourselves to reGovernor' s Executive Council, dents means that, by federal forexamining the relationships besaid Cleveland in a press release of mula, out-of-state students show
tween the System Central offices
March 9.
greater "need" than do in-state
and the USNH campuses with an
In addition to the special students."
aim toward identifying any steps
committee created by Cleveland,
A letter to Dean of Stuthat could help us manage more
the standing committee of Aca- dent Affairs Gregg Sanborn from
efficiently and more economidemic, Faculty, and Student Af- Director of Financial Aid Richard
cally... I want to make it clear that
fairs will undertake a study of the H. Craig also isolated cost of ed uthe Board has no intention of disUNH four-credit, four course cur- cation as " ... one that does vary
solving the Chancellor's Office."
riculum; faculty workloads; and depending on whether a student
studenttransferofacademiccredit _..;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
among the university institutions.
A recent article in The
New Hampshire Sunday News implied that faculty at UNH may not
be be providing students with the
extra workload required of a four
credit system, as opposed to the
three credit systems at Keene State
College and Plymouth State College. According to Grant, this is an
inaccurate presentation of both
systems. ·
An additonal sub-com- By April Treshinsky Jacobs
dent at Keene State," told police
mittee of the Academic, Faculty,
William Lessard, who is the that he had been struck in the
andStudentAffairsCommitteehas
student trustee for the University face and was embarrassed that a
been called on to look at concerns System, was arrested Sunday, girl had hit him. Lessard allegabout the distribution of financial
February 25, and later released edly grabbed the girl and a conaid at UNH.
on personal recognizance after al- flict arose, " according to an arAccording to a fact sheet legedly assaulting another Keene tide in The Equinox.
distributed by the university, "At State student, according to The
According to The Equinox,
least 85 percent of financial aid
Equinox, the student newspaper no comment could be obtained
dollars distributed by UNH are of Keene State College.
from the Vice President of Stud_en_t_A_ff_a_ir_s;..,o_r_Le_s_s_ar_d_._ _ __.
awarded to students on the basis L.._...:;L;,;e~ss;;ar~d~,:..;;,a..;22;;..,1.e;;a;;r..-o;,;l;,;;;d;..;;.;st;,;;;u;.-__

USNH student
trustee arrested
after assault

SEABROOK, from page 1
the protesters sang ''This Land Is
Your Land," and other anti-nuke
songs.
Morrison stood away from
the group, surveying the scene.
He was pleased with the enthusiasm of the crowd.
''The perspective to have is
the long-run perspective. The
issue here is the nuclear industry
pulling strings behind the scenes.
In 1976, the town of Seabrook
voted against the plant. They're
telling us the vote doesn't matter.
You don't have democracy, you
have tyranny."
The shouts from the crowd
got louder, and there were rumblings as to whether protesters
were going to attempt civil disobedience.
Maureen Casey stood along
the road, waving a sign and yelling at cars as they tooted on their
way past.
"I would say that everyone in
the Seacoast is against this," she
said. A resident of Plum Island,
Casey has been actively involved
with the protest, along with her
two teen-age children.
"People from this whole area
need to watchdog this plant," she
said.
"Hopefully, more people will
get involved when there is an
accident. There's no evacuation

possible from this area. That's
why we're here today."
A truck went past, its cab
completely covered with antinuke posters. Harlow Carpenter
and his wife Barbara held up their
signs and cheered. Looking fiftyish and both clad in tweed jackets, the Carpenters made a striking contrast to the tie-dyes and
sandals worn by the majority of
protestors.
The couple lives two miles
down the road, and have been
actively involved in the protest
against Seabrook for a number of
years.
"Our daughter got arrested.
Now it's our tum. We plan on
getting arrested some time later
this afternoon," said Mrs. Carpenter.
"Educate Not Radiate" was
painted on several of the signs of
the protestors who were moving
toward the gate. "Hell no, Seabrook has got to go!" they chanted.
Ironically, several of the demonstrators were conferring with the
policemen.
Shawn Landry, a UNH student, said they needed to know
what kinds of charges would be
placed upon them if they were
indeed arrested for civil disobedience by trespassing through the

gate.
Landry, a member of the
Progressive Student Network here
at UNH, has been arrested 3 times
this year for various types of protests.
"Getting arrested-I don't see
it as accomplishing a hell of a lot
right now ... you don't have time
to say anything in court," he stated.
Sat~rday's protest was the
first for Jim Kaldy, a graduate
student at UNH. "I think there's a
lot of support, but people will just
drive by and beep their horn. They
won't bother getting out of their
car."
The protestors made the decision not to storm the gate, and
no arrests were made.
Mike Donovan was pumping
gas at a Getty station 200 yards
down the road during the protest.
The close proximity of the plant
doesn't bother him.
"I think the people who are
building plants need to think about
evacuation ... we need nuclear,
because we can't continue to burn
fossil fuels and not have a greenhouse effect."
"We've chosen for a long time
to fight," said The Clamshell's
Morrison. "Sometimes you don't
have a choice. The struggle pulls
you."

Write for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE!
Stop by Rm.·151 in the MUB for
more info.
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BUDGET, from page 5
or clusters.
Since the clusters first
opened, the numbers of users has
increased significantly. Without
money, CIS is unable to increase
numbers of clusters or staff to
meet the demand.
Not being able to purchase
new software will also become
more of a problem, said LeCompagnon. Withoutupgradedsoftwaretheuniversitywill '1oseout
in software support and have to
pay more to upgrade later," she
said.
LeCompagnon feels that the
importance of computers is "not
fully recognized bymanyadministrators and faculty." She says
that many see computers as
monumentalexpenseswhenthey
are a very needed expense.
CIS suffered a $200,000 cut
before the recisio~ and now it
has to make do with even less
money.
"Technology costs money,"
says LeCompagnon. She feels
that CIS cannot withstand additional cuts. This could eventually lead to closing some clusters
if the situation persists.
The English Department,
like CIS, had problems before the
recision. Michael DePorte, department chairman, said that the
number of English majors has
doubled in the last five years.
This is causing problems with a
shortage of teachers and unavailability of classes.
The department has to leave
their tenure tract faculty at 38.
Not being able to increase their
full-time faculty is detrimental
to the education they are able to
give the 750 majors already enrolled in the English degree program.
Although full-time faculty
are few, DePorte assures quality
education in the department by
hiring highly qualified part-time
professors. DePorte is "concerned about what this (the cuts)
means for the future." Getting
qualified part-time help gets increasingly difficult and with the
major growing, classes are be-

coming more difficult to obtain.
"I lucked out and was able
to add the classes I needed," said
Kristin Sousa, an English Teaching major. She struggled to add
these classes, though. Sousa recalls having to hunt a professor
downfordaystogetaclasswhich
she has been trying to get into for
3 semesters.
English majors and nonEnglish majors alike are turned
away from many interesting
classes in the department, .said
Sousa. She finds this unfortunate because most of the classes
are very interesting and people
should have the opportunity to
explore any area of learning on
campus. "Things are too bad all
the way arpund," said Sousa. ·
All of the departments on
campus are facing the same effects. Treatment of each academic department concerning
the cuts is equal, according to
Kirkpatrick.
So far, faculty in different
departments have not left at the
rate expected. "The university
has been balancing the budget
on the backs of the faculty for too
long,"Kirkpatricksaid. Hefinds
it surprising that professors have
not left.
Professors on this campus
already make less than the average college professor. Future
salarieswillhavetotaketherecision into consideration when appropriating raises or defining
wages.
Kirkpatrick feels there is
hope despite the situation. He
says there is a spirit represented
in both the state and university
to keep the academic departments vibrant. This means continuing support of research and
teaching. There are progressive
people working in favor of the
university, said Kirkpatrick. He
is confident that the university
will be kept alive.
"We are at a turning point
and the state needs to take a long
look at the university," said
Kirkpatrick. Perhaps if the state

SANDIEGO d
EXCHANGE ~

Application , ~
Deadline Extended
Friday, March 16

~

Student 1Jevefopment Office
---Y 9iudd[eston 9iaff--- 862-2050

FREE
DOUBLES.
ALL
·WEEK
After Spring
Break.
CATS
CLOSET,
In the MUB
LOWEST
Prices in
Durham.
Be Therel

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

~

Female and male. Outstanding
girls camp in Maine needs
instructors in tennis, swimming,
horseback riding, arts,
gymnastics, dance, land sports
and small crafts. Good salary,
travel allowance·plus room and ti
board. A representative will be
at the summer job fair on
.campus Tuesday March 13th in $
the Granite State Rm of the
MUB. Stop by for more
information. -
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There's a job for you in Summer Camp
By Heather Wood and Jennifer Brenizer
The month of March is National Nutrition Month. Everyone
who frequents the UNH dining halls is, no doubt, already aware of
this, because each table is provided with a pamphlet about nutrition
and it's benefits. You'll find it between the salt and pepper shakers .. .if
thereareany. Readit,addsp icetoyourdin nerconversat ionandlearn
that iceberg lettuce isn't as loaded with vitamins and minerals as you
thought it was.
But there is a large population attending UNH that will not
being seeing the pamphlet let alone, the interior of a UNH dining
facility for the entire month of March. They dwell in Dover, Newmarket, Portsmouth, and Lee, eating package after package of Kraft
macaroni and cheese between an occasional can of cream corn and a
hot dog or two. They are the students with flies buzzing around them
and their entire rib cage protruding. They are the students who fall
asleep in Bio 621 from a lack of Pantothenic Acid (vitamin BS). They
are the students that the message of nutrition would benefit the most.
Being a commuter, I understand the three dreaded dilemmas that every off-campus student faces, which prevent them from
being their naturally health-conscious selves, shopping, storing, and
cooking. But I have discovered ways with which to deal with all three.
1. Shopping: This can also be called simply (and blunted)
"flushing money down the toilet." It.can be profoundly depressing,
because the health conscious consumer soon discovers that the healthy
foods are also the most expensive foods. Ironically, the foods with the
least ingredients are the most expensive. But one will be far less
overwhelmed by this dilemma if one has a pre-planed week's menu.
Just don't wander into Shaw's without even a rough list. Have each
meal planned out to the last glass of vitamin D rich milk.
It has been quoted by several noted nutritionists that a good
way to fulfill one's vitamin and mineral quota is to eat at least five
servings of fruits or vegetables a day, plus a source of protein such as
meat, fish, poultry, legumes, or tofu. And the best way for a shopper
to deal with this is to head for the loose veggies and fruits section.
Grab a few grapefruits or oranges for a source of vitamin C. They keep
well, and they don't have to be cooked. Instead of buying a box of
Hostess pudding filled yuckies for a snack, get a few apples. As far as
the loose veggies go, get what you need per meal so there won't be any
frig-space consuming leftovers. They're fairly inexpensive as well.
Thick, canned soups or stews are also great because they're filling,
and they provide meats and vegetable within one, easy-to-open can.
The trick to a successful shopping trip is to get everything you need
in one stop, and to leave everything you don't need on the supermarket selves.

Dilemma #2: Storing: Because the off-campus dweller is
probably sharing his or her limited refrigerator space with at least five
roommates, the need for space conservation is extrememly pressing.
Again, this is another area in which the well planned weekly menu is
a great help. Making a list of what you're going to eat for each meal
prevents you from buying stuff you don't need. Also, those bags of
loose veggies you bought can slide into the remotest corners of the
frig, and apples, grapefruit, and oranges don't have to be refrigerated.
One important thing to remember about storing juices; most
people either make or pour their juice into a plastic container to store
it. Make sure that plastic container is not transparent, because vitamin
C is extremely light sensitive. So that orange juice that you thought
was giving you your days recommende d dose of vitamin Chad better
be in a dark container.
And finally Cooking: Just remember, when cooking veggies, less is best and when cooking meats, more is best. Most vitamins
in vegetables are heat sensitive and over-cooking destroys them. The
best way to preserve their natural vitamin content is to steam or stirfry them. Boiling pulls the vitamins into the water, and unless you're
planning on drinking the water, you've lost most of the nutrients of
the vegetable.
Meats, especially poultry because of the risk of salmonella
poisoning, benefit from being well cooked. Iron, a mineral that is
often deficient in the average American' sdiet, is found in liver and red
meats and is not destroyed by heat. It is important to remember that
a serving of poultry, meat or fish each day is essential, and one who
is a vegetarian should find out other sources of the protein they
provide, such as nuts, beans, tofu, or legumes.
Although it is more difficult to plan and execute well balanced meals when one is living off-campus, it is far from impossible.
It just requires a little planning and a little time for careful shopping
and food preparation. The rewards of a healthy diet go far beyond
one's stomach, they affect a person's mental and physical health.
Good nutrition provides alertness and the ability to cope with stress.
It helps prevent fatigue and depression. It improves one's attention
span and work performance. It is one of the few factors in our lives
that we, as mortals, have complete control over.

Task !IP of the Week-M arch 13th
Make up charts, diagrams and other "maps" to
show similiarities and differences between, and
relationships among, various pieces of information.

The American Camping Association (NY) will make
your application avail. to over 300 carp.ps in the
Northeast. Exciting opportunities for college
students and professionals. Positions avail: all land
and water sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts and
crafts, drama, music, dance, nature, tripping,
R.N.'s, M.D.'s. College Credit Available CALL
OR WRITE FOR APPLICA TION.
AMERICA N CAMPING ASSOCI ATION1
. 1.
j .. 12 West 31st Street, New York, NY 10001,
~
1-800-777-CAMP.

NEWMARKET STORAGE
"Store Your Stuff With Us"
Mini·Bins, outside and inside
vehicle storage.

SPECIAL PRICE UNH
SUMMER STORAGE
AVAILABLE
133 Exeter Rd. ~
Newmarket, NH
(603) 659-7959

a

Rocks & Rolls to a Steady Beat

Wednesdays, 7-9pm
Good Old Rock 'n Roll plus R&B on the Oldies Show

Performing Live at the Niche
Divine Hall - March 15, 8:30
With Guests Aleece Germano,
Graham Smith, and Lauren Wool

Come drink coffee, see
incredible guitar-work, and
Rockin' Folkin' Roll
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ESSAYS &
REPORTS

Pregnant?

Need Help?

••• A BLOODY RIOT! IFYOU LIKE
BRIGHT, BAWDY, BIG LAUGHS,
RUN TO SEE 'NUNS ON THE RUN.'
THIS IS ONE VERY FUNNY MOVIE!"

Seacoast
Crisis Pregnancy Center

• pnctlcal eupport

-Jeffrey Lyons, SNEAK PREVIEWSIWCBS RADIO

"A DIVINELY FUNNY FILM •.• FILLED
WITH LOTS OF LAUGHS. IT'S ERIC
IDLE'S BEST WORK SINCE 'MONTY
PYTHON.' 'NUNS ON THE RUN' IS
AN ALMIGHTY COMEDY!"
-Neil Rosen, WNCN-FM, NEW YORK CITY

RUH

\!9

~

THE STORY OF AN IMMACULATE DECEPTION.
HANDMADE FILMS Presents A JONATHAN LYNN Film ERIC IDLE ROBBIE COLTRANE
NUNS ON THE RUN JANET SUZMAN Music by YELLO and HIDDEN FACES Co Producer SIMON BOSANQUET
ecu11ve Producers GEORGE HARRISON and DENIS O'BRIEN Produced by MICHAEL WHITE
~
~PG·ol,_..,.,_,...,..._1 Wrillen and Directed by JONATHAN LYNN IX)L~=!
•
~-

•

-

.... ,

•.•. ___

........ _

-
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STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 16
AT SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRES.

rder C':,italog Today with Visa/MC or COD

·

We Care!

·•· 800-351-0222
in Calif. 1213)477~226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN , Los Angeles , CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

HCJILINE 749-4441
90 Washington Street

-Joanna Langfield, LBS RADIO NETWORK

"'NUNS ON THE RUN' IS
RIOTOUSLY FUNNY!"

19,278 to choose from - all subjects

FREE &. CONFIDENTIAL
• . pc-egnancy lfflina
• counedlna &. lnbmadon

Suite 306 8, Dc,,.,et, NH

LET'
The Smart

DID YOU KNOW?

• You can attend a concert performance
in Budapest for as little as 50¢
• One of the friendliest B& B's in Scotland
only costs £4.50 a night
• Breakfast can be FREE in Las Vegas
• There's an all-you-can-eat luncheon in
Honolulu for under $4
• You can ride a loaned bike FREE in Turin
Whether you're crossing the USA, touring
• There are untouristed, unspoiled
Mexico, or vemuring to Europe, you see
beaches and ruins near the Yucatan's
the most fascinating sites and get the
most popular resorts
most from your dollar with today's best... and much much more!
selling budget travel series. LET'S GO

Way to See
More and
Spend Less

takes you off the beaten path, "away from ..____ _ _ _
the clutter and crowds" (flouston Post).

r,,-.,-_.....:,1

"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate and
comprehensive:• -Los Angeles Times
HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, INC.
Eleven guides revised and updated every year!
USA • Europe • Mexico • Britain I Ireland
• France• Italy• Greece• Israel I Egypt
• Spain, Portugal I Morocco• California I
Hawaii• Pacific Northwest, Western Canada
&Alaska

$12.95 each (USA and Europe, $13.95 each)

Sf.MAmN'SPRE~

RICK JENKINS
Comedy Night
Wed. March 14th
9:00 pm
MUB PUB

Students
$3
~

Non-Students
$5

One dollar off if you bring a canned good for a local food bank.
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UN H - GL AB Survey

The UNH GLAB Survey Group (formerly a UNH Diversity Committee subcommitee) is atte11_1pting to assess the extent of prejudice and discrimination
against lesbians, gays, and bisexuals who are
students, faculty, and staff at the University of New Hampshire. Please answer all of the following questions. Please do not complete more than one
copy of this questionnaire.
YOUR RESPONSES WILL BE COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS. Do not enter any identifying data on this questionnaire.
Please return the survey to:
GL;\B Survey Group
Student Development Office - UNH
Huddleston Hall , Durham, NH 03824

Return by March 17

I. How important is it that you feel comfortable disclosing your sexual orientation to the people around

you? (circle one response)

9. If you have been the target of harassment, threats or violence based on sexual orientation, have you
always reported it to an appropriate UNH off~cial (e.g., dean , police, supervisor)? (circle one response)
YES, REPORTED ALL
INCIDENTS

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
TOME

FAIRLY
IMPORTANT
TOME

VERY
IMPORTANT
TOME

2. How comfortable do you actually feel disclosing your sexual orientation to the majority of the people
around you at UNH? (circle one response)

NOT AT ALL
COMFORTABLE

SOMEWHAT
COMFORT ABLE

FAIRLY
COMFORT ABLE

VERY
COMFORTABLE

3. IF YOU AREGAY,LESBIAN OR BISEXUAL.has thepossibilityofhara ssmentorunequeal treatment
at UNH ever led you to hide your sexual orientation from: (circle YES , NO, or NOT APPLICABLE (N/
A)).

A roommate?

YES

NO

N/A

Another student?

YES

NO

NIA

A member of the UNH staff?

YES

NO

NIA

A faculty member?

YES

NO

N/A

A UNH academic administrator?

YES

NO

NIA

A UNH non-academic administrator?

YES

NO

NIA

4. Using the same list as above, place a check mark to the LEFT of each category of persons who, in your
opinion, ACTUALLY HAVE TREATED YOU UNFAIRLY at UNH becauseofyoursexua l orientation.

5. How often have you heard other members of the UNH community make disparaging remarks about
lesbians, gays and bisexuals? (circle one response)
NEVER

OCCASIONALLY

IO. How many other members of the UNH community do you know personally who have been harassed,
threatened with violence or physically attacked at UNH because they were assumed to be gay/lesbian/
bisexual ? ·
Men You
Know :

NONE

ONE

TWO OR THREE

MORE THAN THREE

Women
You
Know :

NONE

ONE

TWO OR THREE

MORE THAN THREE

11 . Have you modified your behavior at UNH in any way because of anti-gay/lesbian or bisexual violence?
(e.g., avoided certain locations, stopped walking with others who are gay/lesbian/bisexual) If yes, please
comment below item 19.
YES

NOT AT ALL
LIKELY

OCCASIONALLY

OCCASIONALLY

OFTEN

8. How often have you experienced the following at UNH because someone assumed you to be a lesbian,
gay or bisexual?
Had verbal or written insults directed at you?

NOT AT ALL
LIKELY

Been threatened with physical violence?
NEVER

ONCE

TWICE OR MORE

VERY
LIKELY

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY

FAIRLY
LIKELY

VERY
LIKELY

14. Please indicate your gender.
_Female_ Male
15. Please indicate your sexual orientation.
Lesbian/Gay

_Bisexual

_

Heterosexual

16. What is your status at UNH?
_

Undergraduate, Class of _ _ __

_

Graduate Student

_Faculty
_Staff
_

TWICE OR MORE

FAIRLY
LIKELY

OFTEN

7. How often have you feared for your safety at UNH because of the threat of anti-gay/lesbian or bisexual
violence? (circle one response)
NEVER

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY

13. In your opinion, what are the chances that an average lesbian, gay or bisexual at UNH will be the target
of discrimination or unfair treatment?

_
NEVER

NO

12. In your opinion , what are the chances that an average gay, lesbian or bisexual at UNH will be the target
of anti-gay/lesbian or bisexual harassment, threats of violence, or physical attack?

OFTEN

6. How often have you viewed anti-gay/lesbian or bisexual graffiti on the UNH campus? (circle one
response)

ONCE

NO, DID NOT REPORT
ANY INCIDENTS

9a. IF YOU DID NOT REPORT AN INCIDENT, why not?

NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
TOME

NEVER

REPORTED AT
LEAST ONCE

Other (Please Specify)

17. OPTIONAL: Your major ( S T U D E N T S ) ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ Your college or unit (STAFF AND FACULTY)? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
18.Age _ _ __

Had personal property damaged or destroyed?
NEVER

ONCE

TWICE OR MORE

19. Please provide any comments, ideas or additional information in the space below.

Had objects thrown at you?
NEVER

ONCE

TWICE OR MORE

Been chased or followed?
NEVER

ONCE

TWICE OR MORE

Been spat upon?
NEVER

ONCE

TWICE OR MORE

Been punched, hit, kicked or beaten?
NEVER

ONCE

TWICE OR MORE

Been assaulted with a weapon?
NEVER

ONCE

TWICE OR MORE

Been sexually harassed or sexually assaulted?
NEVER

ONCE

TWICE OR MORE

NOTE: If you have questions about this questionnaire you may call Stuart or Emily at
862-2050, Tricia or Paul at 862-2090, or Sue at 862-2268.

Nondiscrimination Policy (ad/ss) (see Student Handbook, p. 55):
UNH rules and policies protect students and faculty and staff members from
discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sexual orientation, veteran
status, gender, age, national origin, or disability ... If the discrimination is by
a student or student group, S!u~ents may initiate action through the Student
Conduct Office (862-3377). *
."This survey was aevetopea 1n consu1tat1on w11n rne ur~tt
Att1miat1ve Action v.,-,...,c:. *UNH facuity or staff who believe they have been discriminated against may initiate
action through the UNH Affirmative Action Office (862-2930)."
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After Earth Day
By April Treshinsky Jacobs
The UNH Earth Day
Coalition is not going to stop looking for solutions for the environment after Earth Day. Formed in
the fall of 1989, the group has
evolved into an organization
aiming to reach the UNH campus
as well as the entire seacoast area.
According to Finance
Coordinator Tom DeVries, Earth
Day will function as a springboard
for short-term and long-term
environmental education and
awareness.
The primary answer to
the environmental.crisis is education. Through education people
become aware of the fragility of
the environment and their awareness is raised, said DeVries.
The coalition has set a
goal for one hundred percent
participation from the community.
Th-is means providing a broad
range of educational resources.
These resources, according to DeVries, consist of events,
films, lectures, and general meetings. One of the events upcoming
to the UNH campus is a Solid
Waste Forum.
According to Environmental Audit coordinator John
Ginsberg, the Solid Wast Forum
will feature a number of speakers
from around the state from different fields to address the issue of
Solid Waste management.
A panel discussion will
present the issue from all sides-pro-incineration, as well as prorecycling, and members of state
govenrment' s points of view will
be represented.
"Essentially, there is just
too much garbage and too little
space, too much waste," said

Ginsberg.
According to Ginsberg,
who is also president of the UNH
Debate Society, it is important to
give the information in a forumtype setting because "the way to
educate someone on a controversial issue is to present all sides... so
they can make a wise decision for
themselves."
Ginsberg's committee on
the Earth Day Coalition functions
as an environmental audit organizer. This committee is examining
the campus waste stream, which
includes energy use, water, air
quality, hydrogeology, and hazardous material on campus.
Each part of the steering
committee works together to find
some kind of format to present the
issues at hand. The apolitical
stance of the coalition is not a lack
of commitment to the issues, according to DeVries, but a way to
allow for education and raising of
awareness instead of political
promotion and partnership. These
are factors the coalition is trying to
keep out of its message. While this
might be a difficult task, it is one
well worth it, according to
DeVries, because it also allows the
coalition to tap into a broad base
of resources that might otherwise
go unrecognized.
And resources, says
Earth Day Media and Public Relations Coordinator David Posada,
areakevfactorineducatingpeople
about the environment. - - ''The interest is in changing people's attitudes about environmental issues in order to create a climate for social change...and
this change involves a realistic
combination of economics and
ecology," said Posada.
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With the ever increasing volume of solid wastes and the shrinking capacity of our land fills, people are
beginning to ask, "Where did all this trash come from?" (Mike Pamham, photo)

Sex and Trash and Rock n' Roll
A Letter From the UNH Earth Day Coalition
Last Wednesday, March
8, the band Phish from Burlington, VT played in the Granite State
room of the MUB to a sold out
audience to benefitthe UNH Earth
Day Coalition. The members of
the coalition would like to thank
themanypeoplewhohelpedmake
the concert a success; from the
MUB workers who helped set up,
to the police and firemen who were
on hand at the show. We especially appreciate the large numbers of people who bought tickets
to see one of their favorite bands
and in doing so supported the
Earth Day Coalition.
Unfortunately, some
problems occurred at the concert
that the members of the coalition
would like to address. After the
show, C-lot, the MUB bathrooms
and hallways, were trashed, liter-

ally. Bottles,cans,and papertrash,
not to mention Styrofoam, were
strewn all over the place. The mess
was so bad Grounds and Roads
had to be called in the next morning to clean it up.
The coalition recognizes
th~t it could have done more to
anticipatetheamountof trash that
would have been produced by a
concert crowd and have provided
the necessary trash barrels, and
we will do more at our future
events to provide such facilities.
We feel, however, that the sheer
volume of litter indicates a problem beyond the shortage of trash
cans.
The fallout from the
Phish concert is a chance to recognize one of the challenges that faces
us if we want to improve the environmental quality of our world.

It's clear that many of us would
like to see many changes in how
we deal with environmental problems, but we still are not recognizing how important it is to make
many of those changes on a personal level. Where we drop our
beer cans, throw our cigarette
butts, or scatter our paper towels
is just as important as what Exxon
does to clean up the Valdez oil
spill. We can't hope to make any
difference in the ''Big Picture" if
we do not first address the environmental implications of our own
individual actions.
This is what Earth Day
is all about- making people aware
that as individuals they do make a
difference in the environmental
quality of our world, be it in a
negative or positive way. The
choice is up to you!

Quote of the Week:
"Solid wastes are only raw materials we're too
stupid fo use. "
-Arthur C. Clarke

The Leopard
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By Jessica Kramer, Grade 6
The leopard peered out
from the under brush to look at
the intruders. Two men with
orange riddons were walking
through the leopard's territory.
They brought big yellow machines
that tore up the land.
''This area will be a movie
theater. And over there will be a
mall", said the fat man who was
smoking a stick. The Leopard
wanted to leap out and Take a nice
big chunk out of the man but he
knew he was no match against the
th~ &ticl<. that went "bang" that

killed so many of his friends and
family. The leopard knew that the
humans were building more of
their buildings were slowly eating
away the leopards world. And he
knew all the those evil humans
were illegally hunting his species
so they could wear his soft coat.
He also knew he was the last. And
every minute he was being hunted.
Won't one of the humans help us?
We are almost gone, he thought.

Jessica Kramer is a sixth
grader at the Frisbee Middle School,

Kittery., Maine.
,I
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Letters have been piling up, so we decided to give them the room normally
reserved for the editorial. The next issue of our paper comes out March 30.
Enjoy yourselves to the fullest this break. Or else.

Final
Superguy
To the Editor:
To Mr. Krebs,
You seem to refute your own
argument. Using a cartoon to
represent your opinions, you state
that your comic doesn't represent
your opinions. Maybe this comic
doesn't represent your opinions
either. How can we know when
your comic represents your opinions and whenitdoesn't? Comics
are often used to represent opinions-look at "Doonesbury",
"Bloom County" and even
"Calvin and Hobbes". I put you
in the same category with these
comics.
Don't fool yourself. Your
comic certainly did mean harm.
You get a power kick out of mocking others. You think Women's
Studies is a waste of time; you
comics attest to that.
Honestly, I don't believe
you'll be censored, either because
the editors of your paper lack and
conviction or because you will
wisen up and stop insulting
people or issues which you know
little or nothing about. However,
if it continues maybe I'll submit a
collection of pornographic and
racist jokes(intending no harm, of
course!)-The Glorious Freedom
of Speech shall be my Shield!
Sincerely,
Daniel J. Pouliot

A hearty
hockey thanks
To the Editor:
The UNH Men's Hockey
Team's coaching staff and players
wish to thank the many, many
UNH students, alumni, and community people who travelled to
P.C. and B.C. to support the team
during the play-offs.
The exhuberant and enthusiastic support shown by the UNH
faithful fans was impressive and
classy, and meant a great deal to
the team.
UNH school spirit lives with
strength in numbers, vitality, and
loyalty.
The tingling and thrilling
atmosphere at B.C. was a tribute
to UNH. We should all be proud.
Bob Kullen
Men's Hockey Coach

CIA protest
was good
To The Editor:
I was glad to see that several
UNH students protested the ap-

pearance of a CIA recruiter on
cam pus. These students are well
informed, and their action was a
brave and principled defense of
the university's integrity.
Through its covert operations,
the CIA has made the Federal Executive and accomplice in narcotics trafficking (Indochina, Afghanistan and Central America),
international terrorism (Cuba,
Lebanon and elsewhere) and mass
murder (Iran, Chile, Guatemala,
Vietnam and elsewhere). All of
these are in violation of international and domestic law.
A covert operations arm of
the state is inq>mpatible with democracy. In explicit violation of
its charter, the CIA has engaged in
domestic propaganda campaigns
and mind-control experiments. It
has subverted our universities by
secretly funding student organizations and research publications.
The founding mandate of the
CIA was to gather and analyze intelligence. The majority of CIA
employeesareengagedin this type
of legitimate work. CIA covert actions, however, continue to wreak
havoc for reasons of state. Thanks
to the student protesters for bringing the facts before the university.
Dale P. Barkey

Student
council
election
To the Editor:
Last year the Student Senate
appointed a student to the Durham Town Condi as an ex-officio,
non voting council member. This
year, in an attempt to ensure fair
representation the student council member will be elected during
the Student Body elections on
April 17th and 18th.
This person is responsible for
representing the students of UNH
at all Durham Town Council
meetings, retreats, and executive
sessions, and to communicate the
actions of the council with the
Senate and consequently the Student Body. Youmustbewillingto
stay in Durhma over the Summer,
. but you will be paid $.500 compensation for your relocation, and
there is an opportunity to receive
credits for this position.
This person has the ability to
play a crucial role in the community. Students consider Durham
their home and many of the issues
which the town has dealt with this
year directly affects them (i.e.
zoning student housing and e~tab lishmen ts serving alcohol,
town lighting, town/UNH shared
moral commitment, and police
policies and functions).
·

This is a terrific opportunity
for you to get involved in the
University, and help the student
body assure the consideration of
student rights in the future; while
gaining a great deal of experience
in town politics. We encourage
anyone interested to apply. Petitions are available in the Student
Senate Office, Room 130, MUB,
and are due April 6th by 4:00 p.m.
to Beth Clark. If you have any
questions, please call 862-1494.
Ann-Marie Elek
Executive Officer of the Student
Senate
Nancy Valerio
Representative to the Durham
Town Council

CIA comic
missed the
mark
To the Editor:
May I die protesting.
I'm writing in response to the
comic by John Hirtle in the Tuesday, March 6th edition of the New
Hampshire. Mr. Hirtle devoted
his comic to making the protest
against the CJ.A. seem like a joke.
Hestatedthreepossibilitiestowhy
we were protesting:
A) Being paid by the CIA as a
publicity gimmick;
B) Trying to re-live the protests of the 1960's;
C) Secretly trying to do some
good by threatening anyone who
crosses
their path.

in rm. 154 of the MUB. Any other
illegal organization, like the Ku
Klux Klan, would not be allowed
on our campus and neither should
the CIA. I was protesting the fact
that they were here.
Mr. Hirtle's comic stated that
we are re-living the 1960' s. The
1960's are over, corruption, global
problems, injustice, they are still
here. Do you think that you have
to be some type of '60' s LSD freak
to protest the problems that are
affecting each one of us every day
ofour lives? (Nothing at all agianst
the '60's or LSD.) As long as there
are these injustices and problems
then God Damn, there had better
be some people speaking out
against them or we might as well
say good bye to eyerything our
forefathers worked for. I for one
am going to do everything I can to
work for a better world for you,
me, and all the children who will
be here after my body has long
been dead.
As Stephen Stills once said,
"If we can't do it (protest) with
love in our hearts then we do not
have any right to do it at all." This
is one of my deepest beliefs and I
stick to it no matter what I do. Mr.
Hirtle seemed to think that we're
physically threatening people not
to see the CIA. This is perhaps one
of the biggest insults I have ever
received. Violent is one word
which can not be used to describe
me. Nothing I have ever encountered has made me want to physically hurt someone. Last week in
Seabrook, when the police were
digging their fingers into my neck
and twisting my arm around my

back to pry me away from our
human barricade I did not foronce
want to hurt that policeman.
This may all seem very trivial
to most of you reading this but
John Hirtle's comic drove home
the fact that most people think
protesting is something for freaks.
Protesting is something which has
been done as long as injustices
havebeencommittedand willcontinue to be done until there are no
more injustices. Look what you
and me did to help South Africa.
We demanded that our contry
does not do business with South
Africa until everyone in their
country has equal rights. Well,
our demands were met and it is
leading to a slow reform of that
government. There is however
much more work to be done, do
not be fooled by Mandela' s release.
Anyway, I am calling out to
each and every one of you to get
up and do something about your
world. If we get together we can
accomplish anything. So damn it,
don't let anyone, whether they
have authority or not, do injustice
to any member of our world,
whether in our country or abroad.
We all have the power to change
the world, for better or worse.
Shawn Landry
Member of the student action
committee
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Grip e Day
by Alex Weill, Becky Hessler, and Malinda Lawrence

llo

you hate it when the walkways
between Horton and the MUB, the library and
Hamilton Smith are icy? Do you want the library
to be open until one o'clock on weeknights? Do
you think the tuition hike is reasonable?
Each Sunday night the Student Senate
assembles at 6 pm in McConnell 212 to discuss
these issues and others that affect you. Although
these meetings are open to the public, we realize
that many people cannot be there to voice 'their
opinion. We represent you, therefore we need
your input on the academic agenda, social
policies and the rights and rules-we value
your ideas, comments, complaints, and
suggestions.
Express your thoughts on Wednesday,
March 14th. The Student Senate is sponsoring
Gripe Day-a full day designed to allow

students, faculty and staff to express their
opinions directly to be posted in residence halls,
the dining halls and in the MUB. Your comments
will allow us to become more attuned to the
concerns which affect both individuals and
groups of students. The Senate is interested in
obtaining more direct contact with their
constituency and believes there is an increasing
need to be informed by direct feedback.
Please take the time to drop off a
comment, and idea, a suggestion, or to ask a
question this Wednesday. We need your help to
become more representative and responsive to
student needs.

Alex Weill, Becky Hessler, and Malinda Lawrence
are members of the Academic Affairs Council of the
Student Senate.

Ges tapo sele ctio n tech niqu es at UNH ?
D

t' s about 3:45 a.m. On the UNH campus
all is quiet. A car slowly turns off of Demerrit road
and into a Forest Park parking lot. The driver's
eyes sweep the lot, it is deserted. He lets his car roll
to a stop and gets out. He walks over to the line of
parked cars and peers through their windshields.
He returns to his car, picks up a pen and begins to
write down his findings, car by car.
Is this person checking for cars to break
into? to return at a later date and add to the
growing list of crime stats at UNH?
The driver now steps back out of his car
and returns to the driver's side of a car. Is that a
rock in his hand or per.h aps a jimmy? No, it is a
stack of parking tickets with which the kind officer
then proceeds to decorate the windshields of the
cars.
Wednesday morning sometime between
3:45 and 4:15, a police officer, presumably one of
UNH' s own, ticketed every single car lacking a
permit in its windshield at Forest Park. At least
that is what we thought at first. However, after ·
discussions with some of the other tenants, the
reality of the situation appeared. The tickets had
been given out in only one of our lots and only to
the residents of "A" building! How amazing!
Why are Gestapo Selection Techniques
being used at UNH? Okay, so we are not registered
over at Rice House, but why should we be? Our
parking places are our own, assigned to us and
paid for in our rent. If we have a car we park it
there. If not we either lend the space to someone
or let it stay open. If it stays open and we never use
it, we still have the right to have "intruding" cars
towed out of it.
Do the people at Rice House want us to

by Karen Richards
register so they can have a count of how many cars
are parked there? Thereisafixed numberof spots,
only one is alloted per apartment, the lots are
always full because of this. The count always
remains the same. Would they want the revenue
from the passes? No, we do not have to pay a fee,
it is included in our rent.
Back to the ticketing. As already stated,
the parking places at Forest Park are assigned. If
any of us park in any other spot in Forest Park or
on campus we can be ticketed and towed, even if
we are in a Visitor's spot. Therefore, if someone is
parked in our place we have no choice but to call
Public Safety and have the intruding car ticketed
and towed. We have been told that it has to be
ticket and tow or Public Safety will not come. If an
officer is driving through Forest Park and sees a
car parked there and it should not be there, the
officer will not stop and ticket it. The owner of the
spot is theonlyonewh ocan take it upon themselves
to have action taken. Itis the tenant' sresponsibility.

Based on that information, how does Public Safety
suddenly take it upon themselves to change their
policy and ticket in that way. Why did they do it
at such a strange, dare we call it a sneaky and
underhanded, hour? If I am responsible for my
parking place and someone else is using it, and I
have not called it in, then I am positive that at 4:02
in the morning I could not care less!!!
We would like to know why and how" A"
building was chosen to be ticketed. Our cars are
not at the beginning of the lot, they are in the
middle with a few cars from other buildings in
between.
Is this a way that Public Safety is trying to
augment their budget now that the money crunch
is terrible? That brings up two last points. Do they
think that we can afford to pay these tickets? If we
could, do they think we would be living in these
tiny dark apartments with tiny stoves, tiny
refrigerators, and counter tops which are no longer
than twelve inches!!! ~orest Park apartments make
the UAC look like luxury townhouses. Believe us,
if we could afford to live elsewhere we would
have been there long ago.
The last point is that many of us do not
have insurance on our cars, no insurance, no
permit. While we would love to be insured, we
have decided that having food to put on the table
for our families is more important. Besides, the
state of New Hampshire does not require one to
have insurance and since UNH is a state school,
and not a federal holding, where does the
administration get off going above the state laws
and instituting their own.

Karen Richards is a student at UNH.
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"'PARENTHOOD' Is A ~ 'I01JmING
EIPERDNCE Tor WRL SWEEP
(mGBFST B..aING)
~O1J
It great-with laughs that are big and joyous. An exceptional comedy!"
IS

A~****

- Marshall fme, GANNErf NEWSPAPERS

STEVE MARTIN
TOMHULCE
RICK MORANIS
MARTHA PLIMPTON
KEANU REEVES
JASON ROBARDS
MARY STEENBURGEN
DIANNE WIEST

START OFF YOUR BREAK WITH A DOSE OF
HILARIOUS REALITY AND COME SEE THIS
BOX-OFFICE HIT ABOUT LIFE, LOVE, AND
THE ART OF RAISING KIDS!!
THURSDAY 7:00 and 9:30
ST~FFORD ROOM, MUB
$1STUDENTS

$2 NON-STUDENTS
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The Black Experience In Drama, Prose and Song

I

.9Lr-tis-t -

!.R.g,vieUJ

Ladjamaya stood on
everyone was singing and smiling
the bare stage wearing black along with her.
tights,a blackskirt,and blouse
Pulling people out of the
and even black shoes. The
audience, Ladjamaya led them to
only splash of color were
the stage. Randomly asking if
found in a shawl of deep
they wanted to make a difference
greens, blues, and rusts, which
she assembled them on the stage
she draped carefully over her
until there were 9.
petite shoulders. Peering out
Singing in a strong midat the audience she began to
alto voice, Ladjamaya took out a
sing,
banner and spread it out into the
"Risers stumble on
people's hands.
from
"Soon will all that dwell
darkness into
on earth,
darkness
Be enlisted under this
some in shackles,
banner."
No more
As
the
banner
driver's lash for me · unraveled, only one word could
and before I'll be a
be read. PEACE.
slave
Ladjamaya grew quiet.
I'll be buried in my
In a voice just above a
grave."
vision she asked the audience
Drawing from poet,
members to close their eyes.
profit, and playwright,
"Let's create a vision,
let's
share
energy to create a worlJ
r71. f..
•
Ladjamaya began to present her
.:JVL USl-C
;j!
without racial differences."
feelingsonracismtoherlisteners.
--"
"Let's hear with our
Using Drama and song, she tried
mind's ear, and see with our
~
'Z,[/ ~
tomakeadifferencein the Granite
mind's eye." As she spoke, the
State Room of the MUB
room was completely still. Each
person began to close his/her
eyes, and as Ladjamaya narrated,
began to see a world in which
~:~~:~y:o:~~c~~
there was life full of hope, and
....... · '· ,,.,,,::.,.,:::,;:::::-,:,:<.::::::::::::::::; .,,.,,.
hands out to the audience.
action. Action leading to peace
and harmony. Actionleadingtoa
"I know I'm not the only
.: .. <?<?:?//!\\:/\tti//\)\/ /\1
.... -:\'.\:::/~/ -.
:.· ·-;.·. ?::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::;:;;/\ -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· -.-.--·.·--.·-·-·- :::::::: ::::/\\ /b:::: person who wants to make a world free from racial difference.
::::::\::,:::/\)/??<< ·'.>'.·•>: ,::,:·,::::,:::,/,::;, .:.:... :\'/:\\}:;:-:C'::'\'/)//\,,;?,:::·.-·.·.
"Imagine all the people
difference.
living as one today ..."
You can make a
Standing at the podium,
difference.
tears began to run down her face.
You MUST make a
Playing a mother who has just
difference,"
·.·.·.··.·.·-·.·.·.·.·.··.·.·.·.·.··:::>·::::::•:::<:::::::::-::::::::::::· :;:;:;:::;:;:::::?::::;::.;::::;:::::::•:·:•···-···
been offered a medal for her son's
Ladjamaya said, a frown
action and death in the war, she
of deep concern crossing over her
appealedtoouremotions. Telling
face.
With an enthusiastic
us of why her son joined the war,
smile, Ladjamaya began to move
she began to turn bitter. Her son
could find no job. Her son was
throughout the audience. As she
shunned by other's in the
sang, she joined hands with other
neighborhood. Her son was
hands. She began to draw people
looked down upon. Her son was
forward from the audience to sing
black.
with her. She began to involve
everyone.
· Ladjamaya wentto each
of them standing on the stage
Using works from
holding the banner, and hugged
Robert Hayton, Rich Wright,
them. One at a time she held out
Oscar Brown, Jr., and Dr. Martin
her arms to them, accepting them
Luther King, Jr., she began to
portray the progression towards · warmly as friends, and equals.
freedom that her race has had to
"I want to awaken the
endure. Her bright and hopeful . soul, to move others, and to share
this message of love with others.
attitude began to encircle the
My cry is for peace."
entire room, until nearly
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Movie
~view

Men Don't Leave
Not totally original, but definitely likable

By Marc Mamigonian
Characters: it's tough to make a movie
without them, and you can't make a good movie
without good characters. Makes sense, right? Yet
many filmmakers seem to forget this simple tenet.
Fortunately, Paul Brickman, director and cowriter of
Men Don't Leave, kept this in mind, resulting in a
surprisingly moving and humorous film.
Jessica Lange plays a happily married
suburban woman whose life and family are suddenly
disrupted and uprooted when her husband dies and
leaves her with debts to pay off. She also has a teenage
son and a ten-year-old son to cope with, both of
whom are at least as much trouble as her financial
woes. They are forced to sell their comfortable home
in the suburbs and move to the Big City.
The greatness of the film lies in its
relationships and in its willingness to be
unconventional and downright goofy at times. While
struggling at her job at a fancy foods store ("I know
food .. .l eat food"), she meets a musician (Craig
Wasson) but she is just too weird to deal with him at
the moment. Mean while, her youngest son is stealing
VCR's with his little friend from school and her
teenager is sort of living with a substantially older
woman (Joan Cusack, in another fabulous
performance) who lives upstairs in their apartment
building. Lange simply loses her grip; she starts
flinging muffins out the window and eventually
refuses to get out of bed for days on end.
The Cusack character perfectly exemplifies
the film as a whole. She is a downright wacky person;
on of those people who insists on addressing you
intimately the first time you meet them. She is
uncomfortable. Not that she is uncomfortable, but
she makes you feel uncomfortable ("Geez, she is
goofy," one thinks). But she turns out to be a key and
unifying figure. She is the one who gets Lange to get
back up on her feet (literally- she drags herout of bed)
Makin' due: Here's Jessica in her acclaimed movie Music Box
and actually works as a .positive force in her
considerably younger boyfriend (she gets him to stop
wearing Smiths shirts). She doesn't become any less goofy during the film, but through Brickman's skill, we come to understand her.
The subplot with the younger son is quite funny, but ultimately very touching and genuinely emotional. Although he is the youngest, he tries to be the
strongest in dealing with his father's death, but it is he who most longs for the lost security his father provided. He tries to help his mother, who simply cannot
provide for them on her own; he thinks he has finally come through for her when a lottery ticket he and his friend bought wins big. However, the ticket was in
his friend's name, and he won't share it. We feel his rage and disappointment. It is so unfair; he needs the money, his friend doesn't. His friend has a nice house
in the suburbs, plenty of money, and above all, a father.
Jessica Lange was nominated for an Oscar for Music Box (which, alas, slipped pass this reviewer), but it is difficult to believe she was any better in that
film than in Men Don't Leave, where she is her most appealing since Tootsie. Her performance, and the film as a whole, is a rare thing; totally genuine without
being the least bit hackneyed.

.9Lrtist
UNH Theatre
_________ Triumphs
~view
With:
The Comedy of Errors

Upcoming.

By Stephanie Artz

• •

March 14th:

Scope Comedy
Night, 9p.m.. MUB Pub. Students
$3, non-students $5.

March 15th:

The poet Mark
Strand will read his works at 12:30
in Ham Smith 129

The touring UNH
production of Comedy of Errors
began its jaunt of local high
schools and productions in the
Hennessey and Johnson
Theaters this weekend "to
experience the different spaces."
By now it's no secret to
Shakespeare students and
enthusiasts how Artsearch, a
company of eight players,
worked out the ending scene.
They used puppets!
The audience roared
Friday night at the expert
puppetry displayed by Gregory
Funaro, Antipholusof Syracuse
and Ephesus, and Scott Alan
Parkinson, Dromio of Syracuse
andEphesus. Thepuppetswe~
created by Peri Beebe and their

use was taught by Douglas Tilton.
Dromio of Ephesus, chased
through the audience by the wife
of Dromio of Syracuse to a kazoo
rendition of Mission Impossible,
was an engaging interpretation.
But the kazoos jarred me at the
ending of the play when they
forced the Masterpiece Theater
theme on the final Act;
anticlimactic and inauthentic, it
halted the logical flow from
resolved errors to a simple bow.
Director David Richman
said the puppets "were the logical
answer," to the identity question
answered in the final act. The
players hammed their way
through the ludicrous resolution
to a chuckling, smiling audience.
A strong performance was given

by Niki Sullivant, the merchant
Luce, and a courtesan; in
character, easy to understand,
relaxed and fun. The costumes
were simple implying uniformity
of identity in the play, perhaps in
life? I had mixed-feelings about
the props man. He was a bit
distracting sitting not on-stage
but off, throwing props
sometimes as a character, other
times not. Graceful after the final
bow he picked up his props,
smiled to the audience and
wheeled his cart off-stage.
Should an actor recognize a live
audience?
The framing of the play
will be important in taking it on
the road. Drop the last kazoo,
train the props man, and
encourage Niki Sullivant.
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Ene mie s: A Lov e Sto ry

Movie
~vie'UJ

Let's Reve l In Comm on Hum anity
By Marc Mamigonian
Very, very few films have
the kind of power and resonance
to overwhelm you, but Paul
Mazursky's (Blume In Love, Down
and Out in Beverly Hills) new film
Enemies: a Love Story is just such a
work. It is a tale (based on a novel
by Isaac Bashevis Singer) of
Holocaust survivors trying to cope
with life in post-war America and
trying to make some sense out of
lives which have been disrupted
in the most violent wayimaginab le
(i.e., the Holocaust).

j li

H

The film centers on
Hermann (Ron Silver, an Oscar
deserving performance), a Jew
who escaped the Nazi's by hiding
in a barn, and whose life was saved
by a non-Jewish peasant woman,
Yad wiga (Margaret Sophie Stein),
to whom he is now married, not
because he loves her, but because
he owes his life to her. He has a
mistress across town, Masha (the
magnificent Lena Olin), whom he
says he cannot live without. Later,
his first wife, Tamara, long

believed to be dead (Anjelica
Huston) shows up; Hermann no
longer loves her but there is still
the pull of their dead children and
the long gone stability she
represents.
Hermann's sense of the
world has been shattered by the
Holocaust; "I'm still hiding in that
barn," he says. He still dreams
about it and has flashbacks to it.
He cannot bring himself to believe
in God any longer, but he hasn't
found anything to replace God
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except sex. Lots of sex, with Masha;
it makes sense- in the absence of
anything spiritual, go for what you
can be sure of, i.e., the physical.
The Nazi's have reduced their
whole world to the physical, and
Hermann is trying to make the
most of it.
The performance s in
Enemies are sublime to the point of
being ridiculous. Ron Silver is
flawless as Hermann. He is a
hollowman;hehasakindofdazed
look about him most of the time

and Ron Silver star in "Enemies: A Love Story" What the heck is in the bag?

that tells us that he does not have
it all together. In fact, the main ·
question is whether or not he can
ever get it together; it seems that
the Jews who actually went
through the hell of the Holocaust
can cope better than he can, who
hid out. He is weighed down by
layers and layers of guilt; towards
his wives, his lover, the Jews who
died (including his children). Lena
Olin, who was Oscar nominated
for her performance as Masha (she
deserved it last year for Unbearable
Lightness of Being), gives a
performance that can be enjoyed
over and over again. She, too, is
torn between drowning herself in
the now, the physical, and
searching for some semblance of
meaning beyond the moment.
Anjelica Huston (also nominated)
has quietly done some of the
greatest acting of the decade since
Prizzi's Honor, and she is once again
a marvel to watch. Margaret
Sophie Stein strikes just the right
note between pathos and comedy
as Hermann's earnest, sincere,
loving, but hopelessly dense.
Genuine emotion isa rare
commodity in films, mainly
because it is treated as just that- a
commodity.
You
cannot
manufacturee motion,norca n you
beat it out of viewers. Enemies
could easily have gone for the easy
''let's milk the Holocaust for all
it's worth" angle, but Mazursky
gets the viewer caught up in the
humor and the tragedy together
and makes it clear that they are
inalienable from one another. In
the end, it is not so much that
we're all guilty, but we're all
human, and Enemies: a Love Story
revels in our common humanity
which, for better or worse, is the
most basic thing we have, and the
most thing to convey on the screen.
.

ISug arcu bes ooze swe etne ss at
I1The Orp heum .
il~

TheOrpheum Theatre
it\~howcased twoprogressi vepop
j)bands Friday night.; the
~Iheadlining Sugarcubesw iththe
~{\>peningPrimitives. Bothbands
II~ave recently released second
i\~orks. Both bands feature
!\~\excellent female lead vocalists.
l\liiBoth bands instill lots of
~\~~\~childhood imagery in their
l\Ii~songs. And members in both
i[~fJbands like to go by their first
lf]names.
~iim
Of course that can be
l!~i~onfusing for Tracy Tracy, or
~lffracey Tracey- whichever
i1l~pelling you've previously run
~~macros,s in print. She dyes her
llP,.aironaw him-red,blon de,or
~l~brunette-it doesn't matter. But
~@pf you think she's some helpless
!~~isprite you're gravely mistaken.
~!!~:}Her sturdy appearance
;..-:,:.:
~I~\~contributed to a so-so

impressionof hercoydancm g,but
sheherhea~b obbingcoque ttishly
to the mus_ic throughout the set
wasund emablyagree able.
The ba nd s~u nd ed
harde~ live. The ~eyboa rd ~st spent
moret~edoub hngongu_ita r than
supplymg the flowery signature
keyboa rd pa~ts fou nd on th e
reco rd ed ver stons of t~e songs
performed. The group s so~d
nevertheless .can be summanz~d
as a.comm~rcrally-ben~J &M Ch~m
whlchdecide dnottoki~Sur fCity.
~e group:,s fuzzy gU1tars. ~ade
. Sick _Of It from Pure positively
~~fectious. A~:r the languorous
//~~~mer Ram Tracy sq~ealed
1 stl
t 1:1-etodance~ponwhich the
band tightened t~err,~trangl~h?ld
on p<>P hooks.wi!h St op Killmg
Me from th~ir fir st ~ork called
Lovely. Their forty-five plus set
1 1
was indeed ove Y·
.

Sugarcubes was preceded by
bubbles spewing forth from
humidifier-like devices set on top
ofthespeaker sonbothsides ofthe
stage. Other visible decorations
were rectangular and trapezoidal
sheets of metal pinned to the wall
behind the stage and to the floor
behind the front mikes. Goofy
European Volare-like music
played on the PA in between sets.
When the band's set was under
way colored rings were projected
onto the stage backdrop.
The Sugarcubes are a no
nonsense,No rdicversiono fthe BS2's. Life's Too Good is not all that
gooey and optimistic. The leadoff track "Traitor" is an
uncomfortab le glimpse into a
nihilistic world where a deceitful
person can calmly accept his just
desserts. Sexuality rears its head
unpredictably - in a sideburned
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God who tries to seduce a
speaker in "Deus." And in
"Mama" the speaker says
"give me a big mother, soft
and wet one, that would caress
meinallthose special places."
Here Today,
Tomorrow Next Week rounds
out their stick-figured world
with characters like the diesel
lover in ''Tidal Wave" set to a
Calypso beat. Humor adorns
the futuristic themes as in
"Speed Is The Key" where
lizards travel at lightning
speed- "does no one respect
space rules?" The real
problemwith theworkisth at
it feels rushed. I'm sure the
band wentintothes tudiowith
a lot of momentum following
the wide acclaim afforded
their debut. However, the

II
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tracks sound unfinished
without truly memorable ~j
hooks except for "Regina" ~l~I
(whichtheype rformedlivel ast !)I
year) and the holistic "Planet."
The
Sugarcubes ]i
smoothly integrated new cuts Mil
into their set with favorites Ml
from the debut onstage at the l\}
Orpheum. Einar did most of \III
the talking as was his custom, J\~j
while Bjork sang sensationally, ~IIj
hervoicelikew armice. Einar's ijI~
caffeinated and belligerent
intro on "Shoot Him" was ~j
designed for just such a
possibility. I don't know if I
caughtanyho tmeatormeta llici)
blood onstage; but the!~
Sugarcubes did put me in an
agreeable "Coldsweat" Friday fill
· ht
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The Clash's Cauldron of Old and New
1977 Revisited Is Definitely Worth The Bucks.
~

I

9vlusic
~view

By Sean Carroll
Crucial Music: The Clash 1977 Revisited
CBS/Relativity records
A new Clash album? Why bother to read any further, you might say, if you bought Cut the Crap, an album that failed to take its own advice. But Crucial
Music: 1977 Revisited is no new post Mick Jones rehash. All ten tracks are culled from various sources generally unavailable in America, from the 1977 through 1979.
This incredibly fertile period in the history of The Clash (which also marks the vital length of the original punk explosion) spans their first three albums, The Clash,
Give 'Em Enough Rope, and London Calling.
Many readers are probably a little gunshy of buying a "previously unreleased" collection, having bought some of those horrible, murky outtake albums
that perennially flood the markets. The great thing about 1977 Revisited is that all the cuts are, without exception, worthy of the Clashes' output at this time. In fact,
four of the tracks were actually on the British version of The Clash, but were for some doltish reason omitted in the U.S .. Not only would these tracks have added
to the album then, they are just as fresh today. One of them, "Protex Blues," is actually a humourously grudging endorsement of condom use, that is probably more
timely today than it was in '77.
It's hard to believe that such a great punk anthem as the cut 1977 could be so unknown. It's the best statement of the whole punk attack on the slumbering,
irrelevant once greats: "no Elvis, Beatles or Rolling Stones in 1977!" But while many other of the original bands either faded away or self destructed (the history of
punk is largely a 'where are they now' affair) once their initial point was made, the Clash still had plenty left to say.
The tracks reflect the considerable musical diversity and talent that kept the Clash alive for so long after the original punk impetus died off. "Groovy Times"
and "Gates of the West," for example, recorded in '79 have a sort of melodic and accoustic feel that characterised London Calling, the Clash's masterwork from later
that same year. Both cuts could easily rub elbows with other melodically bitter clashics on the album, like "Koka Kola," and ''Death or Glory."
The only real repeats on the album are, one, a hot live version of "London's Burning" which will make all Clash fans happy. The other is "Cheat," which
has dubious value here, being readily available elsewhere on the Black Market Clash E.P. Still, those who don't own the B.M.C.E.P. will find this a great addition to
their Clash collection.
I searched this album carefully for some other flaw to keep this review from sounding too worshipful, but nothing else really comes to mind. The other
cuts are all great. There's even an extremely rare (for the Clash) and actually kind of touching love song, "1-2 Crush on You." Jones' voice has never sounded better,
even in his brilliant post-Clash Big Audio Dynamite
days.
About the only real and valid criticism many
may have with this album is the fact that, alas, it exists
only on C.D. and cassette. The day when you can't get
such raw power as on an album are strange and terrible
days indeed. It almost seems like a contradiction of the
original Clash's anti-commercial message. But that's
progress, I'm told. By all indications this trend will
only continue as more and more companies phase out
vinyl. (Relativity, I've heard, has gotten rid it altogether.)
I won't go as far as to say that you should buy a
discplayer for 1977 Revisited, but it's a sad one to have
to miss.

I
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Prettiness and
Evil. You Got
Bad lnfiuence

By Marc Mamigonian

Bad Influence might just
be the best Rob Lowe film you are
likely to see. Not that it is a great
film (even though the ads quote a
critic as saying it is the "most
intense and intelligent thriller
since the golden age of Hitchcock,"
which was in the late 1950' s or so),
not that Lowe is particularly good,
and not that the story is
particularly original (the old battle
between reason and unrepressed
desire), but James Spader is very
good, and director Curtis Hanson
makes things interesting enough
visually- if more than a trifle
overslick-to keep one watching as
the film moves towards its fairly

inevitable conclusion.
Spader plays- wait for ita hung up yuppie. Into his life
comes The Dark, Mysterious
Stranger (Lowe) who gets him to
do all of the things he has always
secretly wanted to do- all of the
bad things, that is, all of his
repressed desires- and then

All dressed up and nowhere to go: The Cl1ish

having sex to Spader's fiance
(secretly, he wanted to break with
her, Lowe only actualized his
desire). It is just one instance of
stupidity on Spader's part, colossal
stupidity that eventually strains
belief. By the time he takes action
blackmails him. Rob Lowe as a against Lowe and tells him to push
Mystery Man? Well, it didn't
off, he is in so deep that it is almost
sound too probable to me either, too late. If the film had been gutsier,
but, hey, roll with it, kids.
it would have really been too late,
The film cashes in but this is Hollywood. Lest we
somewhat ruthlessly on the whole
forget.
Rob Lowe/vidoesex thing, but
The film seems to be
with a twist; this time, it is Lowe aiming for a kind of Hitchcockean
showing the video of Spader "exchange of guilt" theme mixed

with equal parts Freud and Joseph
Conrad's "The Secret Sharer." It
fails mainly because Spader's
secrets just aren't that interesting.
He wants to get ahead in his job
and evade commitment to his
Hance. Under Lowe's (bad)
influence he gets these things,
takes a lot of drugs and robs two
convenience stores just for the fun
of it. Not really the stuff that
dreams are made of- or is it?
Perhaps the problem is that what
people really want is inevitably
conventional immorality, and,
getting it, they realize that it isn't

all that great. Or maybe not.
The whole reason/
desire, ego/id battle is quite
obvious enough, but this
exacerbated by the ending, where
Lowe makes the big "You didn't·
do anything that wasn't in you to
begin with" speech (i.e., "We're
all guilty'') just before reason
triumphs. And it isn't made any
more palatable coming from
Lowe's shallow, chisled-pretty
boy face that exudes, above all,
superficiality. Bad Influence won't
kill you, but it won't exactly
change your life, either.

®eath in :Jfeaven -- '11ie Media Cliifd

'By-Jeff Jlarris ·
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MCCABE & ELEK, from page 3
first Health and Wellness Fair,
and helped to provide student
transportation to legislative
hearings on the budget cuts last
year. Presently, Elek is Executive Officer of the Student Senate.
Both McCabe and Elek believe their biggest obstacle will
be next year's planned budget
cut of "roughly another 7.5 percent" by the NH legislature "We
must work with the administration to prioritize programs and
; services," said McCabe. "We'd
like to know now what cuts are
being planned so we can protect
the academic integrity of the
university."
In addition, added McCabe,
"Students must say what is important to them." If administration priorities are not what students want, then the student government "must be there to fight
these things."
Main concerns on the ticket's
agenda include the pursuit of
the addition of a permanent
UNH student trustee on the University System of New Hampshire Board of Trustees. (Currently the position rotates on a
yearly basis between Keene State,
Plymouth State, and UNH.)
Presently, UNHreceivesthelargest portion of the budget allocated bythestate.Consequently,
UNH is more adversely affected
by the budget cuts.
In addition, the two would
like to create system where an
additional trustee position
would rotate between Keene
State, Plymouth State and UNHManchester. This would enable
UNH at Manchester to gain representation which they do not
have at this time.
McCabe and Elek plan to
address the traditional parking
problem on campus. Although a
final decision by the parking
committee has not been made,
they said they "would fight
against and try to get overturned" any segregated parking
decision. (A current proposal to
divide lots into student and faculty parking is under evaluation.)
McCabe said they have "no
problem" with the existing administration, but said they believe a review ofthe system could
bea valuable tool. It would be an
opportunity to evaluate
"strengths and weaknesses, and
then see what changes are
needed." If there is an excess
number of top administrative
positions that overlap in responsibilities, suggested McCabe,
then the money saved could be
put into programs that are being
cut.
Elek mentioned that one
drawback with the administration is that "not enough students
sit on the the (upper level faculty) search committees." The
,,. only way to get new administrators who"care about student concerns" is for more students on
committees to ask key questions
in the selection process, added
Elek.
Accordingtotheticket, Mike
Desmarais and Chris Stemdale,
current SBP and SBVP, have
"taken an active interest in making sure that things happened in
the best interest for students."

a

"Mike (Desmarais) and
Chris (Sterndale) dealt with
things in a new way," said Elek.
In response to the inadequate
plans of the Student Apartment
Complex(SAC),3,000signatures
on a petition were collected in
two days. By such action, they
showed "how the students feel,
not just how the (student) senate
feels," she added.
"We will listen to students,"
said Elek who added they would
like students to feel free to voice
concerns through an "open
door."
"Brian (McCabe) and AnneMarie (Elek) are both hard workers and are committed to both
students and the university,"
mentioned Steve Roderick, chairperson of Scope. ''They would
do a great job...they're not in
their present jobs just to better
themselves."
Ted Grimbilas, speaker of
the student senate, said that

"through working with (McCabe
and Elek) in senate, I've seen how
committed they are ...they want
what's best for the students."
McCabe, according to Grimbilas, "puts in a lot of hours in the
SAFO business offices and puts
time in with each organization to
make sure things are running
smoothly." Of Elek, Grimbilas
added that in "anything she's done
she's given 110 percent."
The president and vice-president must comment about issues
when the other isn't there, mentioned Elek. "It is important that
they complement each other."
Thisqualitysheadded, "will show
through our campaign and show
when we get into office."

The New
Hampshire is
always looking
for good
reporters
Stop by Rm. 151 in the
MUB for more info.

·····························~

Announcing an offer
designed to save money
for people who are,
well, a bit long-winded
when it comes to,
you know, talking on
the phone, and who,
quite understandablY,
don't want to have
to wait till after 11 pm
to get a deal on
long distance prices.

If you spend a lot of time on the phone, the AT&TReach Out® America Plan could save you a lot on your
long distance bill. And you don't have to stay up late to do it. Starting at 5pm, the AT&TReach Out® America
Plan takes an additional 25% off our already reduced evening prices.
To find out more, call us at 1 800 REACH OUT, ext. 4093.
And don't worry, we'll keep it brief

--

Discount applies to our-of.state calls direct-dialed 5-10 pm, Sunday- Friday
This service may not be available in all residence halls.

-

AT&T

The right choice.
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GAYS
are
supposed
to be
HAPPYI
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-RENTAL RATESEconomy
Mid Size
Fill Size
Sation Wagons*
Mini Vans
Cargo Vans*
15 Passengers
Pickup Trucks*

WEEKEND

SPECIALS

ilr 862-3922
Sun-Thur 5-10
Tues 6~10

Dally

Weekly

24.95
28.95
32.95
39.95
49.95
44.95
69.95
34.95

159.95
179.95
199.95
249.95
309.95
279.95
439.95
209.95

sTAR'T1NG$59 95
A'T

•

-RATES INCLUDE& Delivery ✓ Unlimited
Mileage within New England ✓ 18-20
year olds- 25% Surcharge Applies
✓Must Have Full Coverage Insurance
✓ Pick-Up

All New 1989-1990 Fuel Efficient Models
We Honor All Major Credit Cards. Cash. and Personal Checks
MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY

t

Located at
THE FRIENDSHIP INN
Silver Street & Spaulding Turnpike
(EXIT SE)
DOVER
SPAULDING
TURNPIKE

742-2127

• Some Models Slightly Higher, Rates Subject to Change

NEWS
J\LL ELIGIBLE STUDENTS PLANING
TO LIVE ON CAMPUS FOR THE
1990-91 ACADEMIC YEAR MUST
PAY THEIR DEPOSIT AND SIGN
THEIR AGREEMENT CARD
DURING THE FOLLOWING TIMES:

Thursday March 29
~

8:30am-3:30pm
Last name beginning with A-G

Friday March 30

UNH
CoAthletes

of the

Week
by:

Jim Marcotte
Wrestlin2

Monday April 2

If you are unable to pay your deposit
and sign your agreement card during
your designated time, you may do so
during any of the above periods.

THE DEPOSIT PROCESS WILL BE HELD
AT THE BUSINESS OFFICE LOCATED
IN STOKE HALL, MAIN LOUNGE.

Sr., Hudson, NH

Randy closed out an excellent indoor
track season with All-American
honors at the NCAA Division I
Championships in the Hoosier Dome
in
Indianapolis this past weekend.
e
Randy shattered the UNH mile record
Friday, the fifth time he broke that
record this season, with a time of
4:02.73 to plaace fifth in the heat.
Week Of: March 5-11, 1990 That time advanced him to Saturday's
final, where he led for nearly
three-quarters of a mile before
presented
finishing up seventh at 4:05.40.
Randy comes home to Durham as an
All-American for UNH!

, 8:30am-3:30pm
Last name beginning with H-P
8:30am-3:30pm
Last name beginning with Q-Z
5:00pm-7:00pm
Late Deposits/Agreements Signed

Randy Hall
Men's Indoor Track

' HAYDEN
S P O R T S

38 Main Street

Durham,NH
03824
Look for the HAthlete of
the WeekH every
Tuesday, ONLY in The
New Hampshire

Jr., Plaistow, NH
Jim battled former New England
Champion Rocky Urso to a tough
victory in the 158 weight class
Saturday in the finals of the New
England Championships. His
come-from-behind 5-4 triumph earne
Jim a New England Championship in
the 158 class, and a bid in the NCAA
Division I Championships later this
month. His outstanding victory also
earned him prestigious honors as the
Outstanding Wrestler for the entire
weekend of the two-day event.

-

- ~

~
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THE BIKE OF YOUR DREAMS! Must
sell--1985 Suzuki GS450L. Mint condition, -only 2100 miles. Call John evenings at 743-6355. Buy yourself a little
bit of freedom.

Poster Applications for VISA/Mastercard+ Discover Card on campus. Earn
up to $2.50 per response. Call 1-800950-VISA, ext. 83 or 1-800-932-0528,
ext. 83

JUST IN TIME FOR SPRING driving
fun! (2) Goodyear Eagles 185/70R13
only 300 miles "NEW-. Mounted on
Dodge rims or will sell w / o. Asking
$150/pr but MAKE ME AN OFFER!
Call Jim @ 862-6577 day or 664-5692
~ eve

ATTENTION- HIRING! Government
jobs - your area. Many immediate
openings without waiting list or test.
$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885
EXTR18587

PEAVEY STUDIO PRO GUITAR
AMPLIFIER. 80 WATIS. EXCELLENT CONDITION. ASKING $150.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
ERIC AT 868-5132 (AFTER 5 PM)
Avatar Consignment Shop
Windy Knoll Village
62 Portsmouth Ave.
Stratham, N .H.
Gowns, jewelry, collectibles, handicrafts, , men's, women's, children's
(infants - 6x) clothing. Hours: Tuesday- Saturday: 9:30-5, Thursday: 9:30

SUMMERJOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT. Earn $2500- $3500. National
campaign positions to pass Gean Air
Act, stop toxic pollution, tighten pesticide controls & promote comprehensive recycling, available in 18 states &
D.C. Intvs on campus on 3/26, 3/27.
CallKatetoll-freeatl-8@75-EARTH.

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES FROM $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus BuyersGuide. 1-602-838-8885
EXT! 18587

•

Chess Buff?
Ornate chess set imported from O\ina.
Hand-carved pieces made of teak
wood. Orientally designed with Ivory
andEbony. Brandnew. Willtakebest
offer. Kathy 862-7222
1982 TOYOTA COROLLA. Good
body, runs well. Recently installed
newKleberM+Sradialsandhadbrake
work done - but, transmission is
going. (Can be driven away). Asking
$600. 749-2971
livingroom set: · couch, chair + (2)
endtables. $100 or B.O., Call Kelly,
743-5884
For Sale - 1982 Subaru DL, $300 as is,
call 862-5556
Toyota Tercel, 1981,72K,red,4door,5
speed, $1,100. Call O\ris & Maureen
anytime at 433-8462. Please leave
message.
VINTAGE DRESSES
Large assortment of vintage dresses,
never worn, at $10.00 each cash. All
sales final. No refunds, no returns, no
exchange. Call 603-659-5513

MODELS WANTED FOR SEVERAL
LINGERIE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS.
ONLY THOSE WHO ARE CONFIDENT PHYSICALLY NEED APPLY.
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY,
BUTYOUMUSTBECOMFORTABLE
WITH PHOTOGRAPHY ANDSHEER
GARMENTS. RATE IS FLEXIBLE,
MINIMUM $35.00 PER HOUR.
GREENLEAF PRODUCTIONS 4338418

-

Market Discover Cards on your cam-

pus. Flexible hours. Earn as much as
$10/hour. Only 10 positions available. Call 1-800-950-8472, ext 3010.

'

"LOVE BOAT" cruiseship jobs $300 to
$900 weekly. No experience necessary. Come sail with us. 904-489-2635.
RESORTHOTELS,SUMMERCAMPS,
CRUISELINES, & AMUSEMENT
PARKS, NOW accepting applications
for summer jobs and career positions.
For free information package and
application; call National Collegiate
Recreational Services on Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina at 1-800-5260396. (9am - 5pm EST. M-F)

-7

Wanted. Used Brio train set. Evenings: 659-3384.
The New Hampshire recommends that
you do not respond to the "Stuffing
Envelopes - Easy Money" Ad. We

-------------------------------------

..
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have learned that it is a fraudulent
business. We apologize. TNH.

SAX FOR SALE
Bundy Alto Student Model
Excellent condition
$350orB.O.
Call Betsy #(207)439-1453. Keep trying!

-~ -

ATTENTION: EASY WORK, EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at
home. Details, 1-602-838-8885Ext. W18587.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT HOME! 32,000/yr. income
potential. Details, (1)602-838-8885 Ext.
T18587
Representative wanted for official
Earth Day Products including biodegradable cleaning products, non-animal tested personal care products and
the nutritional products of the Antarctica Expedition+ U.S. Ski Team. · Excellent income opportunity for full or
part time- 603-394-7494
Fine residential camp for girls in Vermont seeks women counselors/instructors, mid-June through midAugust. Gymnastics, tennis, sailing,
riding, canoeing, waterfront, ceramics, arts and crafts, fieldsports, tripping instructors. Alsosecretary. Great
training for prospective teachers and
others who desire to work with children. Academic credit available. Nonsmokers, good character and love of
children. Callor write Lochearn Camp,
Box 500, Post Mills, VT 05058. (802)334211.
FREE RENT in exchange for 2 days of
child care. (1 year old): Days flexible.
Beautiful Stratham location on Great
Bay. If you love children and need a
private place to study. Please call m7083
CAMP COUNSELOR
Day camp in Falmouth area of Cape
Cod has several openings for camp
counselors to teach children about farm
animals, Ocean Ecology or Environmental Education. Prefer college student enrolled in Animal Science or
other related program. Contact: Ed
Powers, Animal Rescue League, P.O.
Box 265, Boston, MA 02117 or call
(617)426-9170.
Looking for a sorority, fraternity or
student organization that would like
to make $5@$1000 for a one week oncampus marketing project. Must be
organized and hard working. Call
Bode or Elizabeth U. at (800)592-2121
Summer Jobs Outdoors. Over 5,000
Openings! National Parks, Forests,
Fire Crews. Send Stamp for Free Details. Sullivan & Associates. 113 E.
Wyoming, Kalispell, MT 59901.

Disabled person in search of personal
care attendant for Spring Break. Job
consists of: personal grooming, house
cleaning and meal preparation. Pay is
$6.25 per hour. For more info call 8681986, leave message.

Hey Booda - 4 days now!!! Thanx for
putting up with all of my moods these
past weeks - You're awesome! Jooly.
Confused, need help? Not sure where
to turn? Contact STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Room 208 Huddleston Hall, 862-2050.
Robin - How's the Mud Designs Business?

Newmarket 2 bedroom. First floor,
country location, full bath, launderette, oil heat, panelled, plenty of parking, inexpensive utilities. No pets,
security deposit, short or long term
lease available. 603-659-2655
Newmarket Studio - Includes hot
water. Paneled, carpeted, full-bath,
launderette, parking. Security deposit,
no pets, negotiable lease: $295 monthly
plus heat. 603-659-2655.
Newmarket - 2 room efficiency. Includes hot water. Paneled, carpeted,
first floor, launderette, parking. Security deposit; no pets, negotiable lease.
$360 monthly plus oil heat. 603-6592655.

Please, please bring back my UNH
Hockey jacket. It means a lot to me,
nothing to you. Either call me at8687208 or drop it off at The New Hampshire office, room 151 in the MUD.

Than.ks.
Oh,honey.

"If I can make it there, I'll make it
anywhere."-Ben Frazier, talking
about his scooping chances on the big
New York trip.
What's that green thing in my desk?
Recent college graduate, new to area,
looking for a female friend to share
thoughts with, with the possibility of a
relationship emerging. I'm 5'10", muscular, fun-loving, and a big fan of sipping some champagne while cozying
up under a red plaid quilt in front of a
roaring fire. Call me at 743-6355 to
chat, set up a date, or what have you.
Ask for George.
Oh, Skeepy! I looof your shorts, and
what feels them!
Abolish empty wallets!
Got ideas fort-shirts? Turn them into
money- low production cost. T-Shirts
Plus 431-4355
Pam, have a great time in DC. Happy
St. Patrick's Day!
Heather Burton: Go study some physics. Becausethisstuffisimportant. Ha
Ha Ha.
SUCK IT UP!!! Thanks to the classless
person who stole $110 from 41A Main
Street Friday night. I guess it's true
that REAL friends are hard to find. I
hope you sleep nicely tonight when
you realize that my flight to Tampa
leaves Thursday-without me! REAL
COOL! Please have some small type
of conscience ~d just return it in my
mailbox, no questions asked.
PLEASE-JUST DO IT.
M.S. I would love to go out with you
some time, maybe we can, I hope?
Yours.A.
this is to the man of my dreams wher-

ever you are: why don't you be here.
Ben the photo god says, ''I want a
cup."

Will a C-cup do it for you?
Strictly A all the way.
Mr. Ass 1990- You have great eyes! - T

To my Brown-haired, blue-eyed art
man. Last weekend was terrific. The
Monet show was just a beautiful beginning to a beautiful day. What I
want to know is, where did you get the
money for the hotel room at the Copley?
Ed2Jen 0
Gin- And in the words of a coach,
''You're doing well this year- must be
your girlfriend!" (hee,hee)
To blonde track woman: I'm still waiting. Pick a time, your place or mine?
Hint: Look behind, it's me that you'll
find.
Happy Birthday Kristen Kennedy Big 22.
Would we let you down? Love, Molly
& David.
Can't afford the tuition increase and
need solution?Write to Rabb, Box 329,
Gilsum, NH, 03448
Gail Robertson-you little Scottish
shortbread imp. I just put a hex on
you. Your boobs are gonna get really
big, and then they're gonna fall off.
Love, Laura.
Oompa Loompa Doompa Di Do,
We've got a little puzzle for you:
What do you do when you have no ID?
You wait and wait rather impatiently.
Until that day when you turn 21,
And you can go downtown and have
lots of fun!
Happy 21st Birthday
KEVIN DUNLEAVY!!
Love, the Oompas in Red Towers.
Mr. Levin ... Thanks for talking last
night. It helped, although I'm still
confused ... hopefully that luscious
lusty white stuff will clear my head...no
paper Friday ... here's to a week in
Paradise... watch out Glenn Plake, Mr.
Levin rules ... crash and burn baby...
Killer ... you're so cute.. .l'm sorry I've
forgotten about you in all these papers, what was I thinking! Especially
after our bonding experience in
Stowe... you're sheet looked great...
Ell ...More bonding in Jackson next
week. .. you better not be sick... double
fisted long necks are in order, don't
forget. ..
Shawn and Mark ... two in one semester, you should feel proud and privileged to receive such intimate notes in
the personals from Indiana and the
Broomhall Queen. The Executive
Boardis meeting next week about your
evaluation Shawn...be prepared. Orientation session Thursday night at
Glory Daze. We'll call you with more
details. As for you Mark, you just best
be punctual this tiine or you'll be
docked two beers pay, NO excuses.
Shawn knows all about setting the
alarm for p.m. instead of a.m. and then
there was profuse hemorrhaging from
shaving and it was horrible. But the
Broomhall Queen clarified that it
wasn't her first time after he looked at
her skis. Oh, and by the way, that was
a really gay idea. MUB Rats have been
done before, you're just too ignorant.
Mark, do you exist on this campus or
just at Glory Daze? We never see you
other than Thursdays! Is Shawn really
thatsexyblondemodelinJ.Crewwith
those kacki "arctetypal" bermuda
shorts? Inquiring minds want to
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know... LeonDashrules ...butofcourse
he wears sqcks ... If we see you Thursday night Mark, the next personal will
have much more sultry words in your
favor; all of this has been extracted
from Shawn and our seductive rendezvous in the MUB PUB yesterday.
Well ... until Thursday...We need to
know one thing. Many people look at
the two of you and ask themselves,
"Hey-are two sexual maestros such
as yourselves really capable of baking
a decent cake?" Look, we were just
sitting here and smiling to ourselves,
just thinking about the two of you in
your little aprons waving wooden
spoons and wiping frosting off your
little tootsies.
. LAST CHANCE TO SELL ME YOUR
DEAD TICKETS!!! ALBANY OR
HARTFORD. CALL KATHY 659-6376.
Snap Juggier: Will trade cookies for
math/ computer help anytime! Thanks
for all you help!
Jeff: OK so I wasn't home once again,
but just think of the next two weeks as
payback. I WILL make you Chocolate
chip cookies and much more..... Love,
A.
Happy earlier B-day Beth! Love, me:
B.
GINNER- Youfinished theseason with
class. But no wit's time for you to grow
up. One week till you turn 21. I love
you.Ali
·
Chris Libby: All I can say is incredible.
.. incredible.. .I haven't stopped thinking about last weekend. Incredible.
And you could have guessed who
would have bought the last ticket to
Phil Collins. Yep that's right.
I'm eating this turkey club supreme,
andit'sfallingallover the place, so I'm
throwing the bacon on the floor.
To the person who stole, took by accident, or misplaced my RICHOcamera
at my cocktail party at the Big Green
House in Lee. If this is you, I'd really
appreciate it if you could return it to
ThePhotosmith downtown, sometime
soon. No questions asked. Thanks,
Christa.
Kathy Haley-that was so cool of you
to bring that chop suey down to all of
your friends in the Big House. Did you
get lucky? Ha-ha. The Big L.
Carolyn C. Sedgwick and Tyche A.
Hotchkiss would like to extend a dinner invitation to all concerned friends
and acquaintances. The farewell gathering will be held at 7:30 pm on March
26th at our home. We will soon be
leaving for St. Mary's Convent, and
wish to see all of you one last time
before we go. We just can't take it anymore! PleaseR.S.V.P. Weloveyouall,
and will think of you often.
FREE TUTORING!!!
Confused? Need help? We tutor a
wide variety of subjects at flexible
hours. Call Marston House at flexible
hours. Call Marston House at 8624428
UNH Hockey- we were proud of all of
you- just wait till next year!!!!!!!
Bouncy-jouncy Laura Deame
Dressed to make the locals scream
Walked around in just a shirt
Wow! Next day her boobs sure hurt.
INCREDIBLY PERSUADING SALES
PEOPLE WILL BE KNOCKING ON
YOUR DOOR WITH VERY INTERESTING T-SHIRTS, AND WE KNOW
YOU WILL WANT ONE, SO DON'T
FIGHT IT, BUY ONE. OH, AND THE
DESIGN, WELL, WE CAN'T EVEN
PUT THAT INTO A PERSONAL!!!
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ZOOLOGY MAJORS here is your
chance for $$ & credits. Sound good?
Call FIELD EXPERIENCE: 862-1184
JOB #89241. LOOK! Administrative
Assistant job is available. Earn $6--10
hr. along with credits. Call FIELD EXPERIENCE: 862-1184 JOB #89231.
ADOPTION: Loveandsecurityawait
your infant in our family. We have a
big sister, proud grandparents, and a
large extended family nearby with an
abundance of love. Expenses paid.
Legal/ confidential. Please call Eileen
and Tom. (203)-298-9028 collect.
Needsomething,butdon'tknowwhat
office at UNH can help you? Contact
STUDENTDEVELOPMENTOFFICE,
Room 208, Huddleston Hall, 862-2050.
ADOPTION: Miracle Wanted. Your
precious baby will be cherished by our
Vermont family. Your wishes matter.
802-766-2219 collect Nancy /Bill
Bob M. That's right. Good night. CPR
FREE TUTORING!!!
Confused? Need help? We tutor a
wide variety of subjects at flexible
hours. Call Marston House at 8624428
Dina, Kristen, Tricia, Char and Kendra
- Have a great time in the Bahamas!
Don't be too "apprehensive" just have
fun! Love, Barbara
Terri ...Sunday was better than great
sex .. .l know that's what Jay and Matt
thought...they told me, ya know...And
it wasn't even your first time ...AndJay
had only been doing it for year... God
was he good! And he told me I was
awesome, I was so psyched...Are you
still sore?
If you think sliding down a mountain
on skinny sticks of fiberglass is more
fun than good sex, you obviously
didn't do what I did Friday night

ea
bilities are endless ...
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Laura Deame...You voluptuous thing
you... What were you thinking not
wearing a bra ... do your boobs still hurt?
MORTAR BOARD MEETING!
TO PLAN rest of semester and get our
picture taken! Wednesday (tomorrow) 7:30 PM. Dimond Library 9A.
MARK MCGINN and CHRIS WINNESS- WHY??? BECAUSE WE"RE
COOL!!!!!!!!LoveALYSSAandANNE
ATTENTION! Have you ever run a
PICTURE PERSONAL in THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE? Well PLEASE come
claim your pictures! Sure, they' re nice
- but we don't want them anymore!
Come to Rm 1lOB, MUB.
GLV - If it isn't destiny I don't know
what to call it. I can't wait for Break.
Love, TAW
To Kristen F. Kennedy - Happy Birthday to my FAVORITE master. Love,
TOBY

John Doherty and Bob Parsons are
starting a Szechuan cooking class. John
is a graduate of the Western Massachusetts School of Szechuan Cuisine,
and Bob has learned a lot just watching his mom. Gasses will meet on
Wednesdaynightsat7pmin their Jessie
Doe boudoir. Applications for only
the seriously interested will be considered. Call 868-6556 for more information and John's recipie of the week:
Szechuan Tofu Triangles.
'Manda - Thank you so very, very
much! I love you for that weekend. I
owe youmylife! I just hope that what
you say is true. I'm trusting you again!
Then again - I always will. Thanx!
DaveJenkins.. .lt'sme...Just thought I'd
say hi...Bet you thought you wouldn't
see this huh? ... So when are we goin'
skiing? ...

GERMAN TRANSLATION. FAST
SERVICE, REASONABLE RA TES.
DOVER. 749-9677.

'Try it,

GOING away for SPRING BREAK and
don't know what to do with your PET?
I'll take care of him/her /it for a nego868Anita
price.
tiable

you'{{
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Resume Writing Service-Get the edge
on the competition, professional service including Career Marketing Network and Interviewing guidance. 13
years of Corporate Human Resources
and consulting experience. Reasonable rates, daytime, evening, and or
weekend appointments available. Call
431-4589.

{i~it.
Dynasty II Chinese
Restaurant Mill Road Plaza
Durham, NH
862-1200

Word Processing
Fast -Accurate - Confidential
Service prices vary
Generally 2.50/ page tel 604-436-4471
DANAHASMOVED!! Dana'styping
service has relocated to Stoke Hall
#5749, rm. 330. Spell check & all papers saved for future revisions. $.75
per page ONLY UNTIL MARCH 16.
Regular rate, $1 per page.
Typing services, 19+ years of sec. exp.;
reasonable rates; call Jeannine Dube at
603-267-6.379 (home) or 603-225-1411
(work)
FINANCIALAIDGUARANTEED! If
we can't get you financial aid we will
send you a $100.00 U.S. savings.bond!
(603) 357-9966.

Complete bookkeeping service.
Specializing in accounting _for selfemployed small business persons,
clubs, and other service organizations.
Check writing available. Payroll tax
and estimated tax returns. Unaudited
financial statements. Bank reconciliations. Personal, confidential service.

-------CELEBRATE-------~

SPRING BREAK '90
IN

FT. LAUDERDALE

AT

'!!~~=
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB

18 YEARS AND OWERADMITTED

10 A.M. to 6 P.M. POOLSIDE PAR11ES
LIVE D.J. EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONI'EST • WATER VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT• FREE T-SIDRT RELAYS• 11fE BELL\'ll'LOP CONTEST
AND CLIMAX 11IE DAY wrrH ... 11fE WETTEST, WET T-SIDRT CONTES'J
FEATllRED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE• CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SHIRTS
AND 011IER GIVFA.WAYS
SUMMER GAMES VlDl!lO NOW ON SALE AS SEEN ON CABLE T.V.

7 P.M. to 8 P.M.
COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
U. of New Hampshire Party • Mon., March 19 ,
FREE SPRING BREAK '90 T-SHIRT Wl'l1I PAID ADMISSION FOR ABOVE
COLLEGE snJDJ!'NJ'S BE'nl'EEN 7 AND 8 P.M. Wl'l1I PROPER COLLEGE LO.

MUSO
DARKROOM S
ARE OPEN
-A T CUT
RATES!!
$30 STUDENTS
$40 NON-STUDENTS
Darkrooms are fully
equipped for color
and black and white
film development.
Included are

chemicals, paper ,
and darkroom. Come
by MUSO in 148
of the MUB to sign
up now!!

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER 75¢
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS ON THE BEACH PRESENTS ... FURY
FT. LAVDERDALE'S PINF.ST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND
NIGHTLY PLATING THE BEST DANCE MUSIC ...
PLUS 6 BARS TO SERVE YOU!
~ ~ C U P & SAVE•••••-•--•------•-••-•--------------------- CUP & S A V E -

u. of New Hampshire Party • Mon.. March 19
ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFf OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7-8 P.M. NIGHTLY
(LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER!

Summers on the Beach• 219 S. Atlantic Blvd. • Ft. Lauderdale. FL• (305) 462-8978
/LOCATED l/2 BLOCK NORTH OF LAS OLAS BLVD. ON AJA/
ADMISSION POUCY: 18 YEARS OR OLDER WELCOME

SPRING BREAK '90

Looking for a way to
keep moving toward
your educational
goals during the
summer m·onths?
With 7-week, 4-week and 6-week course
sessions and ·numerous special institutes,
USM can assist you with quality academic
experiences!
Registration begins March 19 and
will continue through the beginning
of each session.
For more information, contactSummer Session,
, 96 Falmouth
University of Southern Maine
Street, Portland, ME. 04103, or call (207) 780-4076

~ University of Southern Maine

-

...
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Golf swings into
•
spring
season

Crew
continued from p. 27
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said Bayer.
The struggle for money and
equipment continued over the
winter, as ·the team overtook all
the concession operations on
campus.
Bayer and Hills solved the
team's oar shortage when they
went to Philadelphia and asked
the established rowing clubs along
the Schuylkill River to donate any
old or unused oars they had.
"We went to every house on
boathouse row and asked each to
donate just one oar to UNH. 'You
won't miss one,' we told them,"
Bayer said. "We came home with
32 sculling oats and 20 sweep oars
on the top of my truck."
As Hills and Ricketson continued to improve, Bayer convinced them to shoot for the National Championships in California that May. Before that, said
Bayer, they would have to win the
New England Regional race to
qualify.
"Liz and Gail were warming
up for the New England race when
they broke an oarlock a half hour
before the start," said Bayer. '1
took the radiator hose clamp off
my truck and used it to hold the
oarlock and rigger together."
"They began the race in lane
one and ended in lane eight, and it
was only a six lane course," said
Bayer. But they won by so much
anyway that they didn't believe
the ref when they crossed the finish line and kept rowing until they
ran ashore, Bayer said.
· Lacking the means tp travel
to California, the UNH double
made a deal to travel with Boston
University by offering to drive
their boat trailer across the country.
.
Bayer and her mother Ernie
joined the Boston coach and made
the trip in three and a half days.
"There were 18 of us total,
and the Boston coach had arranged
for us to stay at a mansion owned
by a friend of his California," said
Ernie. "His mansion was three
bedroom, two bath house, but we
managed to squeeze in and make
do."
Hills and Ticketson rowed to
an impressive second place finish,
then went on row in a single scull
race, which Hills won.
"The National Team sculling
coach came up to me after the
sculling race and asked me how
long Liz had been rowing," said
Bayer. "I told him eight months
and he countered by saying that
she had just beaten his top single
sculler, whom he was grooming
for the Olympics."
The women's combination
eight, formed with members of
the UNH team and Boston University, also won and received
similar praise. Ed Lickiss, coach of
the Lake Merritt women's crew
team, said that the UNH/BU boat
beat his top eight, rumored to be
the top lightweight eight in the

country.
"He (Lickiss) wasn't too
happy when I told him we had
only rowed together three times,"
Bayer said.
From California, the BU team
put together a four and asked Hills
and Ricketson to come as spares to
the women's European Championships in Lecerne, France. Ricketson accepted, and accompanied
the team to Europe, though she
didn't get a chance to row.
Both Hills and Ricketson later
went on to even greater personal
successes. Hills is currently the
Radcliffe women's rowing coach
as well as the sculling coach for
the women's national team. Ricketson continued to train out of the
University of Pennsylvania and
competed at the 1976 Olympics
before converting her energy into
an interest in cycling.
Meanwhile, the UNH team
began making plans for boathouse
construction at the newly acquired
site at Jackson's Landing in Durham.
In 1975, the boathouse was
built with money raised by the
team and a loan from Dreher. The
team helped to build the house as
well as the wooden portion of the
new dock.
''fheywere the greatest group
of guys and girls," said Ernie.
''fhey worked hard and never
asked 'what's in it for me."'
By i976, said Bayer, Fred
Emerson had donated two
wooden shells called Garfallows.
''Fred has donated more boats
and equipment to crews than
anyone else in the business," said
Ernie. Heis the proprietor of Blood
Street Sculls in Lyme, Connecticut.
Throughout the 70' s, UNH
continued to receive help from the
Drehersand the Bayers, as the team
grew in numbers and began racing and winning regional and
national competitions.
In 198.5, the team was finally
able to buy some equipment with
money they had raised, said Ernie.
''fhey named the boats Momma
Ernie Bayer and Poppa Ernie
Bayer, for my husband and I,"
said Ernie.
The boats, rowed by the varsity women and varsity men respectively, were christened at the
Head of the Charles in 198.5.
"They day they christened it,
they (UNH women's team) let me
row with them!" said Ernie. "I was
so honored."
There have been coaching
changes, continued struggles for
more and better equipment,
money shortages, and never ending cold mornings, but the UNH
team has come a long way from
their meager beginning on the
lawn at Adams Point.
"The original group, they
wanted it," said Ernie. "They
didn't' know what was coming,
but they wanted it."

By Mark Zerba

The UNH gqlf team, coming
off one its best seasons ever, opens
up the spring season at Daytona
Beach at the three-day Palm Coast
Invitational Tournament, beginning this Friday.
The spring break trip also
includes two practice rounds at
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, site of the PGA Tour's Heritage Classic, and a one-day tournament on March 23 at the Shannon Green Resort in Maryland.
Golf coach Ken Pope is conservative in predicting his team's
success. The only regular practice
the players have had since the fall
season has been indoors, hitting
into a net. He only hopes they
"play as best (they) can under the
conditions with the type of practice we've had."
Pope may be more optimistic
than he's letting on. Last fall, UNH
had its best season in the history of
the program, finishing sixth in the
NCAA Division I post-season
rankings. UNH' s best showing
was the ECAC Championships, in
which they finished ninth overall
out of 258 schools.
One of the teams ranked
ahead of UNH is Providence College, a team that UNH beat in its
own tournament, the Wildcat
Invitational, and in the ECAC
Championships last season. UNH
will face PC during the week after
spring break, along with Dartmouth and Amherst. Pope sees
the spring break trip serving to
"get us rolling the week we come
back."
Leading the team will be juniors Ace Eaton and Brian Thompson, both of whom Pope feels
have a shot at competing in the
NCAA regionals. This time the
regionals will be held in Savan-

nah, Georgia this June.
"Brian (Thompson) is the
most dedicated player on the
team," said Pope. "He works the
hardest of anybody."
Also expected to contribute
greatly is senior Pat Szturm, who
got off to a slow start in the fall, but
finished strong. Eaton, Thompson,
and Szturm were the only players
whose stroke averages were under 80 for the fall season.
Also making the trip south
for break are juniors Kevin Dean
and Mark O'Sullivan, and sophomore Brian Vallecorse. Dean
skipped the fall season to concentrate on hockey, but Pope is looking for him to return to the form he
showed during his freshman and
sophomore years, when he was
the number one player.
Like Szturm, Vallecorse also
· finished strong in the fall. Pope
said that O'Sullivan was the steadiest player last season, and was a
big factor at the ECAC' s. Rounding out the squad are a pair of
freshman, Peter Harris and Kevin
Schiller, both of whom will be
trying to crack into the starting
line-up.
The Palm Coast tournament
will include 28 teams from the
eastern United States, featuring
Division I powers Miami of Ohio,
Kent State, and St. John's.
By the time UNH reaches
Shannon Green, Pope thinks most
of the kinks will be worked out of
everyone's game, but that he won't
put much pressure on the players.
"Theplayersareexcitedabout
the trip," said Pope. '1t' s a chance
to play some great golf courses
against solid competition. It's a
chance to go down and tune up.
And when the team gets back to
the north, we should be ready to
go."

Wrestling
continued from pg. 28
Maryland forthethree day NCAA
Tournament, March 22-24. In
addition, Marcotte won the award
for Outstanding Wrestler.
"He is a tough kid and he
deserved the award," said Urquhart, who also commented on
Marcotte's chances in the
NCAA' s. "He is capable of winning some matches. He won't be
seeded. They seed the top 12 and
then the rest get pulled out of a
hat to see who they will wrestle. It
should be interesting. We'll get to
see kids from different parts of
the country who wrestle different
styles, and kids who have never
seen each other before."
.
Urso, whom Marcotte defeated for the championship, was
the only wild card toreceivea bid
to the NCAA tournament.
Picking up another third for
the Wildcats was Ken Pera in the
177-pound class. A freshman, Pera

tied his third place match 1-1 but
won on a criteria decision.
Rocco Sorace was another
'Cat who on the hunt for the championship on Sunday. He won his
Saturday matches 8-2 and 6-4 to
get to Sunday's final. He lost the
final in a close 5-3 match to finish
with an excellent second place.
"I gave it my all," said Sorace,
who wrestled well all year for
another successful season. "I'm
happy with that."
The injury bug that has
plagued the team all year was still
present this weekend. Napoli
wrestled with a sore ankle, Digrigoli injured his elbow and 167pounder Todd Burchard came
back from a recent shoulder injury
to wrestle in the 19()-pound weight
class.
"Pat [Napoli] hurt his ankle
about a week before," said Urquhart. "Curt [Digrigoli] had a bad,

knuckle and hyperextended his
elbow. Luckily there was only
about a minute left and he finished the match.
"Todd [Burchard] wrestled
190 and he's a 167-pounder," said
Urquhart. "He wasn't going to
wrestle, he only came back on
Tuesday from an injury. He had
dislocated his shoulder but we
didn't have anyone to wrestle 190
and he said he'd do it for us. He
didn't wrestle bad."
"We've had weird things
happen to us, " said Urquhart,
who was happy to finish the injury riddled season. '1'mglad that
part is over with."
Right now the Wildcats will
be cheering for Marcotte at the
NCAA' s and with five of seven
place winners returning next year,
they will look to be back to their
traditio~al strength.
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UNH crew created
by crazy chronicles

UNH hoop produced a good effort in their 'rebuilding' season (Don
Carlson photo).

Lady 'Cats
halted.by
Northeastern
NAC Rookie of the Year
Laura Seiden grabs 15 points
By Kevin Gray
Thursday night the Wildcats
were ousted from the NAC Tournament in the first round by Northeastern,50-44. A down right pesky
defense by NU held l TNH to a
season low 44 points, while the
Huskies overcame a six point
deficit at half-time to advance to
the semi-finals.
"Northeastern's defense is
their bread and butter and it was
their defense that got them back in
the game," reflected UNH Coach
Kathy Sanborn on the loss.
In the second half, Northeastern controlled the tern po while
UNH struggled to find a flow. A
total of 24 turnovers certainly
didn't help their cause.
"We had a lot of turnovers,"
said point guard Julie Donlon.
"We couldn't initiate our offense
becauseofNortheastemoverplaying us."
The loss marks ~he· second
consecutive year that the Wildcats
have lost in the opening round of
post-season play. While the Wildcats' offensive went cold, NU took
full advantage, including a 13-0
point run in the second half, to
establish a 35-27 lead.
"One major factor for our win
wasourabilitytocontrol the tempo
of the game, "commented Northeastern Head CoachJ oy Malchodi.
"I wasn't happy with the turnovers but they [UNH] turned the
ball over a lot also."
UNH was lead by NAC

Rookie of the Year, Laura Seiden
who tallied 15 points and six rebounds. Senior tri-captains Deb
Dorsch (nine points) and Shelley
Fitz (12 points) also put together a
fine effort in their last outing for
the Wildcats.
After Northeastern' s 13 point
run, the Wildcats battled back on
several occasions but could never
come closer than one point, as
steady outside shooting and clutch
free-throw shooting insured the
Huskies a win.
"We didn't execute our offense well enough," said Seiden.
"They really pressured the ball."
The Wildcats end the season
with an 11-16 mark, a promising
record considering the fact that
this was supposed to be a "rebuilding year."
"I'm very proud of the team,"
said Sanborn. "We've got a very
young squad and I'm looking forward to the future. I'm very
pleased with what we've accomplished in the conference this season. We have nowhere to go but
up."
''This was supposed to be a
rebuilding year, but was mu_ch
more than that," commented Fitz,
the experienced senior.
"This wasn't an accurate
depiction of our season," said
Seiden, "Overall we made some
good strides as a team. It's hard
ending on a sour note, but the
season as a whole was a success."

By Ellen Harris
It's 5:30 a.m. It's 38 degrees.
It's time for practice.
UNH crew team members
face their alarm clock every morning and are on the streets by 5:20
running down to the boathouse,
warming cold muscles for another
day on the water.
If they' re moving behind
schedule, the sun may peek up
over the trees as practice starts.
However, it's common for the
crews to place their boats in the
water in pre-dawn darkness.
Most cringe at the thought of
this early morning ritual. However, the team hasn't always had it
this easy.
In the fall of 1973, a few UNH
men and women decided that they
wanted to row. They had no boats,
no boathouse, no coach, no money,
and no experience.
Enter Jim Dreher and Tina
Bayer, who helped the UNHgroup
to a small but impressive start into
the sport of rowing. Dreher,
founder and co-owner of Durham
Boat Company and Rowing Center, took an interest in the rowers
and began coaching them in an
old eight person boat, called a shell,
thathedonatedfromhiscompany.
When Dreher found out that
Tina Bayer, daughterof America's
prestigious rowing couple Ernest
and Ernestine Bayer, was moving
to New Hampshire from Philadelphia, he recruited her to coach
the women.
"I knew of Tina's reputation
as an elite oarswoman. Her
mother, Ernestine (Ernie), began
crew for women in the United
States and is known as the mother
of American women's crew," said
Dreher.
The team was recognized as a
dub sport during the first year,
and received $500 per year allotted for each team through the
Recreational Sports Department.
"Five hundred dollars is just
a drop in the bucket when shells
cost $6,000 plus each," said Bayer.
The team now had coaches,
one boat and barely enough money
to buy a few oars, but they still
lacked a boathouse and experience.
The search for equipment was
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ongoing in the first few years. A
four person shell destined for a
bonfire at Boston University attracted Bayer's attention.
''They were ready to burn it; I
told them we would row it, so
they gave it to us for free," Bayer
said.
The team, now equipped with
an eight and a four and two weeks
of experience, began planning for
the Head of the Charles regatta in
Boston.
''The women wanted to row
in the Head and it was less than a
month away," said Bayer. "Jim
said 'no way' but we did it and it
was probably the best thing that
ever happened," she said.
In preparation for the Head,
theteamborrowedanexperienced
coxswainfromPhiladelphia,since
racing with a novice cox could
mean a collision with a bridge or
worse, explained Bayer.
Bayer said that the women's
crew was short two rowers so she
planned to row and convince her
64-year-old to join her and the
crew.
''They needed one more person," said Tina's mother Ernestine.
''Tina said 'I'm rowing, you' re
1
rowing,' so I did."
, With a month of training in a
shell destined to be burned, the
crew came in 22 out of 30 in the
world's largest one day crew
event.
A man named Duane Hickling saw the women's race and
approached Bayer.His experience
as an oarsman for Syracuse and
the US National team prompted
him to take notice of the UNH
women's crew and to offer his
advice.
"He told me that they (the
crew) needed help," said Tina. He
showed up at practice the next
week and became the coach, she
said.
Throughouttheremainderof
the fall, Duane, Jim and Tina
coached the team for their makeshift operation at Colony Court
out on Durham Point Road.
Ernest and Ernestine continued to help the team as well by
procuring equipment, storage
space and supportfromareaclubs
and assisting with instruction.

As the cold overtook the fall
season, the crew needed to find
indoor storage for their boats but
"there are not many places designed to store something 65 feet
long and straight," said Ernie.
The UNH chicken coops had
space on the second floor, so the
team carried their shells six miles
into Durham, said Bayer.
"It took them all day," said
Bayer. "And to this day, I don't
know how they got the boats up to
the second floor!"
The original team attracted
several students who would later
go on to become world class
oarswomen, one being Liz Hills,
now Liz O'Leary.
''The minute she sat in the
shell, she was an absolute natural," said Bayer about the UNH
sophomore.
The Bayer family took Hills
into their Kittery Point home that
firstfallandhelpedhertotrainfor
the Frostbite Regatta, a late November race held in Philadelphia.
"I have never seen a finer
oarswoman than Liz," said Ernie.
"even in that first year, I knew she
was going to be wonderful." .
Rowing a double scull, a shell
in which two rowers have two
oars each, Bayer and Hills took
firstintheFrostbiteRegattadueto
their opponent's equipment failure.
The spring brought continued success to Hills, who began
training in a double with Gail
Ricketson,
another
UNH
oarswomen who joined the team
duringthewinterandlearnedhow
to row in the UNH indoor pool.
"We tied a shell to both ends
of the pool and taught her the
technique that way," said Bayer.
Because she was tied onto both
ends of the pool, she didn't have
to worry about hitting anything
and could concentrate on learning
the stroke, said Bayer.
Besidesthepool,theteamwas
granted use of the weight room
and indoor track during the winter, the only catch being that they
had to be out by 6 a.m. when the
other teams began practice.
"Webeganpracticeat4a.m.,"
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agles soar over UNH
Two quick goals at the end of the
third period and Bill Guerin's OT
bid puts BC into the finals

Pat Szturmhad an outstanding game Friday night, despite the 5-4 loss
to BC (Don Carlson photo).

UNHhosts
New Englands
'Cats take fourth place
over the weekend
By Mike Dean

By Brian Brady
What transpired at the Silvio
ConteForumlastFridaynightwas
real. It was not a cruel joke, nor an
old Twilight Zone repeat.
Rod Serling did not take.centerstage in the fateful final 1:46 of
regulation time which saw the
Boston College Eagles score two
times and send the game into
overtime. No, it was not Serling. It
was two guys named David Emma
and Ted Crowley.
And in overtime it was Bill
Guerin.
Guerin rebounded a David
Franzosa shot at 2:21 of the first
overtime and snapped the winning goal into an open net to give
BC a thrilling 5-4 victory. UNH
goaltender Pat Szturm was unable to get to the puck due to his
two game-saving stops just prior
to Guerin's tally.
Thus, Guerin' s-goal saved the
Eagles, ranked number three in
America, from a stunning upset at
the hands of UNH.
Leading 4-2 with just over two
minutes left in the game, BC' s Steve
Heinze drew a hooking penalty
on UNH defenseman Kevin Dean.
Emma one timed a slapshottrom
15 feet in front, past Szturm with
1:46 remaining to cut UNH' s lead
to 4-3.
With 1:03 left, Crowley quickened the pulses of the 2,000 Wildcat fans who made the trek to the
Heights by clanging a slapshot off

the post. However, Crowley got LaGrand's right, where he
his revenge. With a slapshot from snapped a wristshotintothenetto
45 feet away, he tied the game LaGrand's shortside.
with just 48 seconds remaining in
Nearly three minutes into the
regulation time.
· third period, Chris Winnes picked
. "We didn't play bad in the up a David Aiken rebound five
last two minutes," captain Chris feet in front of the net and scored,
Grassie said. ''They had a power makingthescore3-2, UNH.Aiken
play and they made two great and Dean assisted on the goal. ·
shots. Somebody didn't want us
After Winnes' goal, UNH
to win."
dominated the play, controlling
"I thought we played well the pace and getting several good
enough to win," coach Bob Kullen scoring opportunities. With just
said. "But the penalty killed us. over 10 minutes left in the game,
But that's part of the game."
Riel Bellegarde gave UNH what
Sophomore Scott Morrow, seemed to be an insurmountable
who was a force throughout the lead when he skated around the
playoffs, scored the game's first BC net and stuffed the puck past
goal when he snapped a wristshot LaGrande for a 4-2 cushion. David
past BC goaltender Scott LaGrand MacIntyre and Winnes assisted on
(29 saves) from the top of the right the goal.
face-off circle at 9:47 of the first
With the lead, UNH fans
period.
shook the Conte Forum and beSzturm (33 saves) was the first gan chanting "We want Maine!"
period's big factor as he held the for the Hockey East Finals. How'Cats in the game with several ever, the chants would be shortspectacular saves on BC's over lived.
"It was awesome to have so
publicized HEM Line (Heinze,
Emma, Marty Mcinnis).
many fans at the game," Grassie
Not even Szturm's stellar said. "However, after we lost we
goaltending could keep BC from felt we let so many people down."
taking a 2-1 lead as Mcinnis (power
After the game ended and BC
play) and David Franzosa scored. left the ice, the UNH players came
UNHcounteredbytyingthegame out of the locker room and outon a power play goal by Savo onto the ice where, in a gesture of
Mitrovic at 9:40 of the second class, they paid tribute to the fans.
In a wave to the crowd, the U~H
period.
,
Whileon the power play, Joe Wildcats thanked their fans for a
Flanagan fed Mitrovic, who season of support.
walzed around the BC net on

Middlebury, VT, placed third in
As expected; the fight for first the 118-pound weight class, after
place was between the number gaining_a first round bye and losone ranked Boston Universityand ing one match on Saturday. He
number two Central Connecticut came back strong on Sunday, dein this weekend's New England's feating Scully of Manhattan Col·'•' •·.
held at Lundholm Gymnasium. lege, 8-2, and Allsago of Boston l!?'
The UNH wrestlers came back College, 11-2.
from from a tough, injury plagued
In the134-pound weight class,
season, surprising some, to fight senior Curt Digrigoli also took
Wagner College for the third place third place. Once again, Digrigoli
spot.
came on strong on Sunday. After
The 'Cats couldn't quite losing on Saturd@y, he took victomuster enough points to steal third ries, 13-3 and 8-4 on Sunday.
place, finishing with 48.75 points,
Pat Napoli also wrestled well
behind Wagner who ended with in the 150-pound weight class. He
52.25.
went 3-1 on the weekend, losing
Even with the fourth place · only to BU's Rick Lynch who
finish, low for the traditionally captured his second straight New
powerful New Hampshire squad, England Championship. Napoli
the meet was a success. Seven out won his Sunday matches 16-6 and
of 10 UNH wrestlers placed and . 10-2 to capture third place.
two of those seven ended up
The 'Cats had their best perwrestling in the finals. Head Coach formance in the 158-pounder
Jim Urquhart was happy with his weight class where junior Jim
team's comeback, after a difficult Marcotte of Plaistow, NH upset
season.
the number one seed Rocky Urso
"I thought the kids wrestled of Connecticut Colleg~, 5-4. Marwell," said Urquhart.
cotte had lost to Urso by only one
In the 126-pound weight, point a week before and came back ·
UNH freshman Pete Moleski, from to take the weekend's most excitBabylon, New York placed fourth ing match on Sunday. Marcotte
in the competition. After losing wrestled well, coming back from
his first match on Saturday, Mole- a deficit in the second period to
ski came back to defeat Sullivan of score five points on a quick takeSeton Hall, 5-3, which moved him down and a near fall. He then held
into the third place match which on to win in the third period. He
he lost to Smith, of Boston Univer- will now head to College Park,
sity.
Chris Winnes nets the goal off of this David Aiken rebound (Don Carlson photo).
Freshman Brian Cone of WRESTLING, P. 26
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